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ASB Delays Action on ’Crisis’ Referendum
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Fee Usage Declared ’Illegal’
By Chancellor Dumke’s Staff

No date for a possible student informing the students on Mit
referendum concerning the Cali- campus and through appropriate
fornia State Colleges’ financial channels on a statewide level of
crisis was set at yesterday after- the problem of excellence in education.
noon’s Student Council session.
The financial problem got plenty
"Council also urges all students
No 101
Vol. 62
4aP,
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, APRIL 6, 1965
of airing, but Concert Hall was to give their support to SEE in its
nearly empty. A total of 52 stu- efforts to achieve this goal."
dents turned out to hear cause
Following adoption of Bruckfor the referendum.
man’s resolution, lengthy discusdate
Called into special session by sion eiineernint, the
Bob Pisano, ASB president, council voted to support the goals of
the Students for Excellence in
Education (SEE) but failed to
go one step further and recomVariable cloudiness t oday
mend a referendum.
with is few showers. High yesThe referendum was suggested terday was 63. Low was 45.
to see if SJS students were will- High today 64. Low 45. Northing to have ASB funds used for a west winds 12-25 m.p.h. In the
By MARK THAYER
The benefits include automatic salt.
up the 1965-66 year by purchasing bound
public information program to tell afternoon. More ruin expected
batical after six years of teaching, payperiodicals with funds budgeted for
area residents about the financial later this week.
Last Friday’s rally was called not so
books.
ment of relocation costs for new procrisis throughout higher educamuch because of the recent faculty pay
fessors from out of state, and funds for
The problem of waiting to purchase
tion.
cut, but because of a projected overall
periodicals in the future creates other
trips to conferences in the professors’
drop in quality.
LEGAL RULING
discipline.
problems, Miss Backus said. "Sometimes
The cut in top professor’s salaries
Alter talking with members of
comyou
can’t
she
These
are
the
areas
that
make
for
buy
them
at
all,"
spectrum
is Just a part of the broad
a.aicellor Glenn S. Dumke’s legal
quality or mediocrity, and these are the
mented.
of items that mean quality or medi,t.ilf, Pisano reported, "Using
areas which the board of trustees is
Currently there are 22 books per
crity on a college campus.
mandatory student fees for projattempting to improve.
student in the SJS Library.
All of these things were brought out
ects, political in nature, is illegal."
LIBRARY FUNDS
LEGISLATIVE ACTION
at last week’s emergency session of
Because of the ruling, council
Several years ago a national library
Legislative cuts will further hamper
the California State College Board of
may not use ASB funds to print
group listed 40 books per student as a
an already distressed library. As one
Trusteesa board that is powerless in
an illustrated brochure and to
minimum. That figure has now risen to 60
student said to SJS Pres. Robert D.
all but one of three vital areasquality.
establish a speaker corps.
Clark at a recent Friday forum, "Can’t
per student. The trustees are attempting
The legislature sets the other two
"These goals may be attained,"
to reach 40 per student, and library
you do something about the Library?"
enrollment and money.
Pisano said, "but SEE will have
funds are being cell from the chancellor’s
The fate of the SJS Library rests
RELATIVE POSITION
o do what council wants to do."
budget.
not with the president of the college,
The pay cut served merely to crystalAfter kicking around several
Legislative analyst A. Alan Post has
but with the state legislature as it
lize the crisis facing higher education
proposals council decided to adopt
proposed a $30,000 cut in the operating
votes On Governor Edmund Brown’s
today.
a resolution submitted by John
funds of the SJS Library.
"hare bones" budget.
It is a fact that the relative position
Bruckman, sophomore representaThis will cut the operating budget
The fate of the growth of the entire
of the state colleges has fallen 15.8 per
tive.
from $107,000 to $77,000. Periodicals
state college system rests with the legiscent behind 27 other schools across the
are purchased from the operating budget.
RESOLUTION
lature as it votes to pass the "bare
nation with which the state colleges
SOO REQUESTS
bones" budget and simply maintain cur"Council goes on record as supare compared.
At present, according to Miss Joyce
rent enrollments and the present standporting SEE in its goals of achievTen years ago the state colleges were
Backus, college librarian, there are 300
ard tlf quality, or as it votes to increase
ing and safeguarding excellence
even with the other 27, according to
requests for periodicals not now subfunds making a quality education availawithin a free system of higher
Dr. C. Manse] Keene, assistant chancelscribed to, and a $30,000 cut in the
ble for every eligible resident of the state.
education through accurate inveslor for faculty and staff affairs.
opening budget would curtail many
If the latter course is followed, nearly
tigation and appropriate action in
STAFF BENEFITS
periodicals now received.
one out of every 100 residents will be
Ten years ago the state colleges may
Miss Backus predicted that sometime
a state college student next year and
have been ahead in the salary area but
in the future if Post’s proposal is acone out of eight residents will be a state
behind in staff benefits.
cepted, the Library will have to make
college graduate in 1975.

SJS Library Affected

Today’s Weather

Fine Education in Danger

ut a retei endow election was
heard.
On a suggestion of Pete Briggs,
graduate representative, the matter was tabled until Wednesday’s
meeting of council.
Briggs also suggested that SEE
might look into the possibility
of starting a petition on campus
supporting action to end the financial crisis.
DRAMATIZE CONCERN
Pisano stated that "it’s not the
way we survey the students’ wishes, it’s the concrete plan we adopt
to dramatize student concern for
this issue."
According to Phil Whitten, SEE
president, "our first general meeting will be held today in TH55 at
3:30. We will consider the possibility of a student petition rather
than the referendum."

Astronauts Team
For Space Hitch

Pres. Clark Names
New Geology Head

NORMAN H. DOLLOFF
. . . new geology head

Entomology Grad
Sends Termites
.
From Africa Post
An SJS graduate sent seven
giant African Queen termites to
the Entomology Department free
of charge.
The termites average about four
inches in length and cost about
$5 if purchased from an American
museum according to Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, SJS professor of
entomology.
Terry N. Ceeno, received his
B.A. in entomology from SJS in
1962 and is presently director of
the national museum in Malawi,
Africa.
"Ceeno bought the rare termites
from natives at about five cents
each," Dr. Edwards said.

Pres. Robert D. Clark has announced that Dr. Norman H. Dolloff will become head of the Geology Department Sept. 1.
He will succeed Dr. Wayne E.
Kartchner, who will remain on
the department’s teaching staff.
Dr. Kartchner is taking a sabbatical leave in September and
believes that it is better to have a
permanent department head in the
department rather than an acting
department head.
He commented that being a department head takes too much
time. Dr. Kartchner said, "There is
no extra pay and all the extra
responsibility."
Dr. Dolloff, a native of Maine,
received his B.S. in geology at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1930. He received his
KA, in geology from Columbia
University in 1936 and his Ph.D. in
metallurgy from Stanford University.
Dr. Dolloff began teaching at
SJS in 1946. He has taught at
secondary schools in Maine; Cranbrook School, Bloomfield Hills,
Mich.; and Stanford University.

Course Opens
For Driver Ed

A course in principles and methods in driver education will be
offered by the SJS Extension Services from April 26 to June 7 to
assist teachers in supplementing
"A Guide for Driver Education
and Driver Training" issued by the
State Department of Education.
The course will be held Monday evenings from 7 to 10 p.m.
at Room 111, Sequoia High School,
Broadway and El Camino Real,
Redwood City.
Dr. Marland K. Strasser, professor of Industrial arts and Miss
No Daily Friday
Robertine Pace, Berkeley High
spacTin Dail) u ill not he Schol, will instruct. There will be
in the I.:Willi:1r )ellow boxes on a $10 fee for this one unit course.
Further information may be obPublieation will resume
1
on the Vednesday following tained by calling the Extension
Services, 294-6414, Ext. 2211 or
spring hreak, April 21.
Dr. Strasser, Ext. 2678.

HOUSTON (UPI)Veteran astronaut Walter M. Schirra and
rookie Thomas P. Stafford were
named yesterday to make a daring first attempt to hitch an orbiting Gemini space ship to a
rocket "star" hanging in space,
A %tot mteldtntl sldshed many of
pos Hly within nine months.
the scheduled baseball games
played over the weekend. Entries
were given an added bonus by not
having to choose several games in
the Sports Picks contest.
Bob Feichtmeir, an accounting
major, picked all of the remaining
games perfectly and came the
closest to the tie-breaker question. Bob receives the first -place
Chi Omega and Sigma Chi capprize donated by PSA. The roundtrip ticket to Los Angeles is good tured the sweepstakes trophy at
Sparta Sings Friday night, with
through August.
Runners-up will each receive their presentation of The Wonderpasses to the United Artists The- ful World of Love.
The production group was diater. These are: Sandy Ericson,
Ray McCarthy, David Neesan, Roy rected by Gary Meyer. It featured
W. Gilmore, and Mike Sakamoto an original setting, dancers and

Accountant
Wins Flight

SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS Chi Omega and Sigma
formed to the theme The Wonderful World of Love
direction of Gary Meyer. The original setting, dancers
carried out the theme and captured the first prize
Sings last Friday night.

Chi perunder the
and band
at Sparta

’Sparta Sings’ Results

Greeks Capture Trophy

BOB FEICHMEIR
. .
wins a PSA trip

Campus Groups
Open Blood Drive
Poster Contest
Entries are now being accepted
in the Activities Office, ADIVI242,
for the Campus Blood Drive
Poster Contest, sponsored by the
ASB Community Service Board,
Sigma Kappa
AFROTC and
sorority.
The posters call attention to the
drive, scheduled for Thursday,
April 29, in the Catholic Women’s
Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Entries may be done in any
meduim except charcoal and should
be 12 inches by 18 inches. They
may be serious or cartoon. The
entrant’s name, address and telephone number should appear on
the back of the poster.
Poster judging will take place
on April 22 and notification of
winners will be on April 23,
First prize in the contest is
$10 and entry of the poster in
the national competition. A second
prize award of $5 will be given.
Permanent trophies will go to
the fraternity, sorority, club and
dormitory with the highest percentage of donating members in
the drive.
Donors will have an account set
up with the San Jose Blood Credit
Club from which he, or members
of his immediate family, may
draw blood when needed.

Pres. Pisano Talks
On Financial Relation
Of ASB to Athletics
"The question of the financial
relationship of the ASB to the
athletic program involves a series
of interrelated principles behind
the student revenue supported
activities program," according to
Bob Pisano, ASB president.
FIVE QUESTIONS
In a statement prepared for
student council members, Pisano
asked the legislative group to consider five questions concerning the
problem of student subsidies.
In specific reference to the
Men’s Intercollegiate Athletic program, Pisano offered the following:
111 Is it permissible to institute
a voluntary athletic fee, above the
legislatively determined $20 per
year student activities fee?
(2) Is it permissible to establish
attendance fees for students at
athletic events?
(3) Would either of these policies preclude use of mandatory
fee revenues for similar purposes?
I 5) What successes have these
plans enjoyed on other campuses

under similar conditions?
(5) Can these policies be applied
to financial support of other activities, such as the Spartan Daily,
the marching band, etc.?
CONFICT
"The conflict stems from the
fact that these programs must
have some guarantees of financial
support in order to plan long
range programs.
"Furthermore, the amount of
money needed to maintain these
programs at their existing level
Is increasing at a faster rate than
the financial reserves of the ASB,"
Pisano said.
In summary Pisano said, "I do
not believe council should make
any legally binding, long term
commitments to any of its subsidized programs.
"I do not believe it is consistent
with this philosophy for council
to establish any fixed percentage,
or fixed amount of the mandatory
fees to be used to subidize a program on a long term commitment
basis," Pisano stated.

a band. Costumes were made of
pink shantung and were of a
discotheque style.
Winning first place trophies
were Sigma Kappa, women’s division; Moulder Hall, men’s division; and Alpha Omicron Pi and
Sigma Phi Epsilon, mixed division.
Sigma Kappa’s theme was The
Wonderful World of the Open
Road. The group, wearing blue
bermudas and yellow bandanas,
was directed by Carol Lykke.
Moulder Hall singers were directed by Doug Willbanks. The
Wonderful World of Poverty was
the theme. White shirts and wildlooking ties were worn.
Alpha Omicron Pi and Sigma
Phi Epsilon chose The Wonderful
World of Bugs as their them,
which was carried out under th,
direction of Shelly West. Polka
dot fluorescent costumes were
worn.
Judging was based on originality,
appearance, dynamics, diction and
harmonizing.
Additional entertainment during
the evening was provided by the

Lyke Magazine
’Going Like Mad’
Claims Editor
Sales of the first Sprat.: edition
of Lyke, SJS feature magazine,
are "going like mad," according
to Iry Tiessen, editor of the magazine.
"We’ve sold approximately 2,500
copies thus far," Tiessen said, "and
we’re positive that we will sell all
4,000 printed copies."
Another sales location has also
been added to the other four. It
is between the Men’s and Women’s
Gyms, Tiesson said.

San Jose Studio Dance Band, the
Jack Cox Trio appearing at the
Awful -Awful Club, folk singers
Larry Cox and Jim Michaelson
from Alpha Tau Omega, and a
rock and roll band from Theta
Chi and Alpha Tau Omega.
Master of ceremonies was Gary
Bothum, from San Jose City College; Fred LaCosse, KNTV; Dr.
Foote, professor at Foothill College; Fred LaCosse, KNTV; Dr.
Hartley Snyder, head of the San
Jose State Music Department, and
Mrs. Phyliss Wayne, production,
instructor at an El Cerrito high
school.

Seven Foot Statue
Ready For Viewing
After Easter Break
When S.IS students return from
Easter vacation the now empty
concrete base for the Spardi statue will have company.
According to William M. Felse,
student affairs business manager,
plans are being made to erect the
seven-foot statue during the vacation.
Redline Carriers, Inc., a professional mover, has been contracted
to move the cast aluminum statue
to the SJS campus.
The $2,000 project was authorized by Student Council last
spring. Daryle Webb, SJS graduate, is the statue’s sculptor.
Due to the heaviness of the statue, the professional mover was
hired to transport the statue from
the foundry to its resting place
in the Art Quad.
The statue is insured for $5,000
for Its long awaited journey.
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Letter Writer Asks
For Better Lectures

%slip spi,

aig in the Spartan Daily,
In a recent series of articles app.
one was told that although the stucicni body of SJS is apathetic,
it is the " ’Mother Superior of the state college system," The
master copy for the ditto machine," that "three fourths of its departments are accredited by national and state organizations," and
it is "in a way, a standard-nutking college."
Here are some of the details acquired from the SJS library
and the Information Please Almanac. The San Jose State library
book -to-student ratio, compiled in the 1963-64 school year, was about
19.5:1 for full time students and approximately 15:1 for all students attending.
A RESPECTABLE RATIO
This may seem like a respectable ratio, but when compared to
other American colleges and universities, the SJS ratio loses its
respectability.
Evidence shows that the Harvard library I
Is -to-student ratio
is about 375:I. Stanford’s approximately ta3:1. UnisersIty of California (including all branches) around
and the University
of Washington (a state college) just oser 50:1. It is a recognizable
tact that these schools has,. a large backing of private funds, offer
doctoral programs, and have established libraries.
Let’s carry the comparison to the California State College
system. The library book-to-student ratio is approximately 24:1.
Only Long Beach State and Cal Poly have a lower ratio than SJS,
with San Fernando State and Los Angeles State having about the
same ratio as SJS. This, then, leaves the other 13 state colleges
with a higher ratio than that of San Jose State. Part of the difference is due to the fact that some of the newer state colleges,
with small student bodies, am building libraries in anticipation
of future growth.
NATIONAL COMPARISONS
The inadequacies of the SJS library book supply cannot be fully
understood unless it is compared to the national college and university average. That ratio is 40 library books for each student. SJS’
ratio is less than one-half the national average. Although state
college trustees have planned to increase the state system ratio
to 40:1 by 1972, the national ratio can be expected to have risen
a substantial amount in those seven years, leaving SJS at a subaverage ratio level. Furthermore, 1972 is NOT 1965.
It would be very difficult to believe a college can be a "Mother
Superior" or "’Fite master coo for a ditto machine" when it has
:1 library whose ratio Is
’-half that of the national ratio and
belOW that of the California State College system ratio.
It appears that an expanded library ISJS has 300,000 volumes to
Harvard’s 6,950,0001 is Just a primary step in gaining a "name" as
a standard setter and achieving full accreditation for not merely
three-fourths of the departments but for all departments.
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Editors:
Some professors keep on diligently taking roll every day
and all is bliss because they are
able to protect themselves from
the cold fact that their classes
would drop to nothing if they
didn’t have this shield from
reality.
If you are one of the professors caught in the dilemma
between good teaching and good
roll taking, force yourself to
compete with the better professors who don’t need to take
roll and then do something about
it when you walk into an empty
you
classroom. Who knows,
might even improve your teaching!
Daniel Collie

United Nations Machinery Needs Repairing,
Say 114 Aspiring Mechanics in Assembly
i:1311TOR’S NOTE: T111. recent
do-nothing session of the U.N.
General .tssenthly brought deall over the world
mands f
fur changes In I N. structure.
This Is the first in a two-part
series concerning lite demanded
eh:mgrs.

By DONALD R. SDANOR
United Press International
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.
11,11 -If a machine is 20 years
old and is not winking at full
capacity, repairs and changes
are in order. This is the case
with the machinery of the United Nations, but it has 111 mechanics puzzling over tlw :moblem.
Most of the 114 U.N. members agree that some change is
needed in the organization’s machinery but there are alnwa as
many opinions as there are
members:
!TA NI :
Oen
minimsaminsiamor

Mokles ()old Daddah considers
the big power veto right "a flagrant injustice."
MADAGASCAR: "I was curI,, see how each country
goes there for its own interests
but not to promote the interest
of the U.N. as a whole," said
President Philibert Tsiranana of
the Malagasy Republic.
TUNISIA: "The United Nations represents for us the guarantee of peace." said President
Habib BoUrginba.
ARGENTINA:
"Rewriting
the Charter and then obtaining
ratification could kill the United
:si;;ilions," official sources said.
No one has come up with a
simple solution to 20 years of
the world’s problems. There has
been no panacea offered.
Many nations feel the problem is so complex that a summit
meeting must be called to take
it Hp.

France, for example, wants a
"return to the spirit of the
Charter" and proposes calling
a five power conference including Communist China -to discuss this return.
The United States opposes
such a meeting because it does
not want to confer with Communist China.
Other nations, particularly the
new U.N. members from Africa,
oppose it because they do not
want the affairs of the United
Nations run by the five big
powers.
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CONSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS
There are also important constitutional barriers against making any change at all.
A frequent complaint of the
smaller nations is that the veto
power of the permanent members of the Security Council- Russia, France, Britain, Nationalist China, and the United
States
paralyzes the peace
keeping function of the United
Nations. They demand that the
veto be abolished.
The United States is no happier than many other nations
over the frequent paralysis of
the council.
DON’T SVAN’r 1, urn
Most suggestions iii demands
for revision of the Charter center on the role of the council
versus that of the General Assembly. where a simple majority takes the decisions and
there is no veto.
Generally, the newly formed
majority of the assemblythe
Afro-Asian nations- are in favor of greater power there.
The Communists support a
strong Security Council, because
they are assured of the Soviet
riii there.

V77527Y7135RF-74
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Open Tonite ’fi1 9

Editor:
Last Friday, speakers at the
rally for Excellence in Education advanced many compelling
arguments for the active support

efJ

sloth has little Incentive for
excellence as one subjected to
financial privations.
Ellen Hill

’

Lower Enrollment
Better Qualify?

In Cannanore, India:

it takes a day...

r

of legislat HAI to relic’s e the
intensifying financial pressures
which threaten the state college
system.
One argument, however,
seemed at least partially inavowed
the
with
consistent
purpose of the rally. This was
the allegation that enrollment
cutbacks clue to insufficient
faculty would harin currently
enrolled students.
Indeed, student mediocrity, as
well as economic pressures, militates against the maintenance of
excellence in instruction, for a
professor confronted with a
daily regiment of apathy and

40.

Beautiful Music
5:00 am
"Wake Up to Stereo"

Take

8:00 am
time for classes.
6:00 pm

"The Quiet Zone"
Just right for study rest.
Good listening!

10:00 pm
"Ergo"
Thought provoking conversation.
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DOWNTOWN
74 S. FIRST ST.
OPLN THURSDAY ’tit 9:00

HEROLOS TOWN & COUNTRY, INC.
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. ’tit 9:30

You will find

of
Life Stride Shoes
in
Heralds Fashion Salons
a whole array

Ii

Little heels
Mid heels
High heels
from 12.99

of this Gant...

India Village cotton

This is native -air-conditioning- in the tropical belt of India:Colorful
as a maharajah’s turban, cool as a gin -sling, India Village -cotton
weaves a handsome new expression into sport shirts. And its Gant’s
exclusively. In rajah -rich stripings. About $9 at discerning stores.

G
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This is the famous
"Feather Leather" Pump
Black Patent, White or
Bone Calf

13.99
/\ k< L_ I 2
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Coker Appointed To Head S.J.
Twentieth Century Music Festival
Dr William W. Col(cr, SJS
associate professor of music, has
been appointed la head the San
Jose Festival of 20th Century
Music.

DON’T SKIP
THIS AD

The

leslika1,

Nui1NI1_t1e41

lI

May 14-16, i, the firth anneal
mesent itirn i SIn J 3
Dr. Coker heirl the post of
administrative assnAtite at New
York’s Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts. where he was
personal assistant to
Shumann, president uf the institution, before jeining the SJS
music staff.
I 11111 In
During his NLIV

Students * Student Wives

MFT

TF

SHERMAN CLAY

EVERY
RECORD
$100

TASK
FORCE
MONEY

In Stock

FOR
TALENT
We have numeroJs and vs iota
petitions avaksble during the
summer months. TASK FORCE
needs you e -A offers ;nteresting
temporary ass;gnments.

Our Price $2.98

Register

now
NO FEE

List Price $4.98

1141/7/7e
DIVISION OF STATISTICAL
TABULATING CORRCRALON
12 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORN A
809 BANK OF AMERICA
CV 3 0631

Off List Price of Albums
$3.98 or More
List Price $3.98

Our Price $3.98
List Price $5.98

Our Price $4.98
SHERMAN
CLAY
emerilWoryi O.

wows. sty. IWO

89 So, First-295 3362 -Son Jose

from

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
SINCE 1885

2nd and San Fernando

CYpross 2-8312

Centel. Coker headed Hie C
, Student Prevlim cor4iFting
of the Metropolitan Opera, the
New Ymk Philharmonic and the
Jointer(’ School cf Music educational activitie,.
From 1960 to 1962 he was
Ford F’oundation composer-inresidence for the School District
of Fhiladelphia under two fellowships.
The two proceeding years were
spent as assistant professor and
then associate professor of music
!THINS’ ClilleSTSSI at Hartwick
oliege in Oneonta, N.Y.
At Hartwick, Coker directed
,ne concert band and wind en Ile was appointed alai!
Man er the Fine Arts Detainment and was ale:: elected by
faculty members to hcad the
umani tics program.
The spring of 1961 found
Coker at Swarthmore Ccllege in
the position of guest lecturer.
According to Coker, the name
20th Centuty Music was chosen
to avoid the controversy concerning the semantic problem
involved in the word "contemporary."
Contemporary in the world of
music can mean two things. It
may be used to refer to the
music which is composed today
or. it may mean music which is
listened to today. Tine festival
will include music which has
been composed during the 20th
Cuntui y.

Walters Named
As Scholarship
Conference Head
Dr. \V. Gibson Walters, SJS
professor of music and conductor
of the Santa Clara Philharmonic
Orchestra, was recently named
chairman of Local 153 for the
seventh annual American Federation of Musicians Congress of
Strings.
According to Dr. Walters,
"This continuing scholarship music program is dedicated to the
development of young musicians
in the United Slates and Canada
and to the expansion of opportunity in the music profession so
necessary to America’s growing
cultural and economic life."
This year’s Congress of Strings
will be held at Michigan State
University, June 27-Aug. 21.
Student musicians from 16 to
23 years of age will be provided
with eight weeks of intensive
instruction under noted string
teachers from the nation’s foremost symphony orchestras.
Forms for musicians who wish
to enter auditions for the Local
153 scholarship may be obtained
from Dr. Walters in M166.
Contestants must he bona fide
residents of Santa Clara County.

Tuelulny,

Wind Ensemble
Presents Concert

iUi

FINAL’

3ranci.lco

Clement Hutchinson, assistant
professor of music, will conduct
the SJS Wind Ensemble in concert tonight at 8:15 in Concert
Hall.
Selections from Mozart, Barber and Debussy by the Clarinet
Choir will dominate the first
segment of the program.
The Saxophone Quartet will
perform "Rondeau de la Suite
pour Saxophone Alto" by Berthomieu and "Andante et Scherzo" by Bozza.
The Wind Ensemble will perform Emile Bernard’s "Divertissement."
"Saxophone Concerto" by Glazounov will feature George Murphy as soloist. The finale will
tc.,ture Serenade in E Hat from
,111550, PerfOEMed by the

yotplsony

CLOSE-OUT!!

Saturday, April 24, 1965
8:30 P.M.
San Jose Civic Auditorium

SHOP
SKI
UP

PROGRAM:
Symphony No. 41, in C major, K.5,.
Mozart
"Jupiter"
Prelude end Love Death from
"Tristan and hold." . . Warr,
Symphony No. I, in C minor,
8mhms
Opus 68

TO

Write or Calf:
University of Santa Clara Be, Office
Santa Clara, California 296.3360

.1

TO MAKE ROOM FOR A TREMENDOUS STCCK OF

CAMPING GEAR & FISHING TA(KLE0c:

Tickets $3.15, $3.00. $230

Is:FP:011111h’.

1 . CO AB or ToETRs

POLES
ILES . .....
-

Bad Grades
Are Worth
Money!
They

are

HOUSEI of

at

tnt’irr.tX DMIS-3

April 6. 1965

L.71

-SKI PANTS

2.99.

Your Choice

4

4 CLUB ’

SALE! ,

RECORDS

ANOTHER CLOSE-OUT PURCHASE

Each blue card
earns you one
dollar off on
any record at the

HOUSE 1 of I RECORDS1

StupidityJ

HURRY! FANTASTIC SAYINGS!!!

STARTER SETS

STAFF MODELS
1
MEN’S and
8 -IRON REGISTERED SETS
WOMEN’S
WILSON
MULTIINCLUDES
POWER
OR
IRONS &
MacGREGOR
BURKE
Reg 150.00 1 WOODS
EMERALD

6

99

TEDIT-a

PACEMAKER
by MacGregor - LEFT OR RIGHT HAND
8 -IRONS & 3 -WOODS
COMPLETE SET REG. 194.00

99

a Smart

Req.

inveohnent at

HOUSE I of

RECORDS

ODD

corner of third & san fernando
one block from campus

u

A
Ming u,

4

Z.

may have one sweatshirt, but do you want to be seen in
the same grubby old sweatshirt all spring vacation? NO!
Of course not. YOU want to be seen in two different
sweatshirts all spring vacation. Just think no shirts to iron.
True freedom! Also, don’t forget to pick up at least one
sweatshirt for the girl or guy back home.

Reg.
19.95

I PUTTERS
3.99 8. 4.99.,
WEL-Targl
an c na

R.o

moo

Carts 11.99 Up

Ah77 &J77up

WET SUITS
1199 req.
Surfer JACKET I L 19

I

Polyurethene roam
EVERY SIZE & SHAPE
No Charge for Special Sizes

BUY-SELL-TRADE,,
GUNS and
’

AMMUMTION Fishing tine 50% Off
FLOOR SAMPLES

SLEEPING BAGS

WHITE STAG
’461

Special

While Slaq

wAFT6

4 4 86
1 1.77
4 LB. MILIUM 40 x 80 1 A op
oversized. Reg. 32.50 I
6 LB. KING SIZE
42 x 84. Reg. 39.50

SPECIAL 5 LB. FILL

36 z 80

19.99

NIMINIMOMINIMIIIIMMICMSAVS11.1.11-

CONVERSE, CHUCK TAYLOR

9

REG. 8.95
SIZES
6 TO 14

9 to 5 Saturday

111

Q BOOK
STORE

99

Scout Bag

12011ITZELI
SIDE RID31
CHALET
CABIN
2-01AN MT.
LARGE
STARIETT

BASKETBALL
SHOES

Open ’til 9 p.m.
Mon. thru Thurs.

g:

FOAM RUBBERI

WAUeAllif DE
AND OTHER UPHOLSTERY FABRICS. Reg.
13.00 to 12.00 yd.
yd.

Here at Roberts we will loan you the scissors to cut

off the sleeves for that rugged collegiate look.

999

599

SURFBOARD Blanks 4099
Finish It Yourself 17

99
MEN
GOLF SHOES
SMOOTH
ELK
LEATHER

BAGS

ODD

Reg. 65.00

6

m 10.00
299 I GOLF

!Rog 4,

1099

5

GOLF BALLS,

YOU NEED A SWEATSHIRT!!

across from men’s riormc

AL3

NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!!

the

SAN JOSE
SPAIVAIJ But you say that "I have a sweatshirt." Yes, you very well

330 So, 10th St.

5.9

SKIS & BOOTS!

79

P.S.

SKI
SWEATERS

No Membership Card
Everyone
aya way
yoounre LWelcome!
BankAmericard,
1st National
Charge or Cash

DISCOUNT

MOUNTAIN VIEW

1299 EL (AMINO

OPEN 111. 9 EVERY NITE

Y705R7K0S9HIRE

SAT. 910

0111A SUNDAY 10 TO 5

4-g1P4RTAN DAUS

Tuesday, April a, 1P45

Job Interviews

All interviews will he held at
the Placement Censer, 41)7.1134.
Check at the renter for Hine
of a appoint ’tient..
TOMORROW:

Sears, Roebuck and Company:
all majors for positions in manage.
ment training program -merchao.
dising. auditing, data processing -leading to executive placement.
Male only. Citizenship not required.
Work in Western states.
Bank of America: mathematics,
accounting, other majors for positions in management training programs in branch and international
banking and electronic data processing. Citizenship required.
Mary’s California: all majors for
po,itiou, in executive trainine

’Industrial Design Students Allen B. Tucker
Compete for Industry Award Receives Award

squad leading to placement
junior executive or senior execitklvsign projects by uptive, generally a buyer in the
merchandising areas. Citizenship proximately 20 SJS upper division
industrial design majors are being
required. Work in Bay Area.
Aetna Casualty and Surety judged today to determine the
Company: liberal arts, business, winning designiss of the 1965
etc., majors for positions as field Alcoa St udent Design Merit
representative, claims adjustor. Awards.
Five SJS faculty members form
underwriter. Citizenship required.
Contra Cossta County: business she committee which will decide
administration, political sciencst. I he winners at.
They are Jack W. Crist, assisrelated majors for positions as administrative analyst. One year tant professor of industrial design;
graduate training, social work, Joseph J. Ortega, instructor in
criminology, sociology, educational industrial design; Donald A. Moore,
psychology, or clinical psychology. instructor in industrial design; Dr.
Positions as deputy probation off I. Wayne E. Champion, professor of
cer. Positions as programmer ’ industrial arts; and Charles Santrainee, appraiser’s aid. Citizenship Iderson, part -time instructor in
industrial design.
reotitcoti
Each year Alcoa Aluminum
.wards a plaque to students at
six participating schools who best
apply their school’s design philsolily and methods to a faculty,)sproved project. The winners also
t.cceive nation-wide publicity on
Heir projects.
Alcoa Aluminum provides alit -

WANT TO
WIN RALPH?

s

Eill iii Ilie following informa
and lake Ihis ad to
Ike adsertising staff office I J207 I by no later than 1:30
Drawing will he held at 1:45 anti V. 11111er will
be contacted.

It’s
Bohannon’s
cliime

\win.,
\I
ArIiI

\I:11 \(1.

SPART1N DAILY

kN
0

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
AUTOMOTIVE (21
TIRE CHAINS - Sales & Rentals. Paul
Navarra & Lehmann Bros., 1837 S. 1st.
294-0704.
’58 CHEVY, 283 auto., 12/1-1, air el. cond.
$425. CY 7.1512,
’58 T BIRD - Overhauled. new brakes
&
$995. BFG-LS Tires opt. CH
’60 FALCON deluxe 4 dr. sedan. Clean.
n.q. $550. 321-3722.
63 HONDA 50 cc. Exolnt. cond. Many
’,2’,c, 264 5986.
55 BSA 250
a ,],n, $250.
57 OLDS 98 -,ard1-Op, P.B., P.S. Good
cond. $395. 245-5028.
64 VW - Red. convert., great running
b15. 295-7507.
64 HONDA 90. Like new. Used 11/2 mos.
A. Burger.
65 SPRITE
new erg., tires, trans. &
266-1100. 180 S. Mkt.
61 CHEVY Impala 4 dr. hdtp. $800.
1957 PORSCHE Coe.. Mich;lirrii-., Nirri
i1500. 253.4979.
FOR SALE CM
WEDDING invitations. 300 for $29.
Wedding Press, 295-0946.
LARGE 18 ROOM HOUSE, excel. cond.
Near campus. For App. call 292-0252.
SKI BOOT - Garmisch. Size 8. $30.
Sand Wedge $5. Draft Equip. 298-1858.
SONY - 1021/2 track tape recorder. Excellent cond. $/0. 264-9187.
HEAD MASTERS - 205 cm. Used once.
8110. Scott poles $12. 297-9326.
LADY’S eleven speed spots bicycle,
.vu. Phone 378-8206.
MATCHLESS 500 cc. $225. 297-9817.
street.
STEREO Recorder Player. Westinghouse
.
...kers. Like new, $100. 297-

With Easter coming up
soon, don’t forget to make
Easter dinner reservations
now at Bohannon’s. Just a
telephone call to us will assure you of prompt, courteous service on Easter day.
Come by also and see us
Good Friday, April 16, for
a really enjoyable meal. May
we suggest our delinious
Mountain Rainbow Trout
fried in butter and served
with almond slivers. This is
just one of many ohoices
from our fine selection of
seafood.
Don’t forget, come by
April 18 and enjoy your
Easter meal at . . .

THE SANDS - Reduced rates for 2 c,
3 people. 460 S. 1066. 297-4604.
FURN. COTTAGE-TYPE APT. wiqbg. pd. $105. 560 S. 7111. 292-0492
LGE. UNAPP. I bdrm. apt., util. pd. $5.’
roommate or $100 mo. 97 N. 7th, Apt. :
CONTRACT FOR SALE - $175. Mon
app. 198 S. 12th. Keith. 295-9537.
ROOMMATE WANTED (F) for studio
apt., across from SJS. 286-8690 after 5.1
FURN. ROOMS - Male students, ki64
en pry. No smoking or drinking. $10
$15. 293.3088.
CY 2-1266
1401 S. 1st
FURN. I bdrm. apt., $95 mo. 450 tr.
5th. Ass+, 8. 298-2336.
I BDRM. - Unapp.,
wtr. & gh
od. 298-2754 or 294-5884. $89.50.
460 S. 6th - 3 rm. furnished. gar.
Adults. Avail. Apr. 16. 292-2250.
UNBEATABLE LOCAL -92 So. 5th, N
2. Unapp. apt., acroks st. from SJ3:
JOIN THE MILLIONS OF
on. Study ph., lit., bath, $45 mo. Er
PEOPLE ALL OVER THE
286-8623 or 293-1926.
ROOMMATE - Unapt-,
WORLD WHO DEPEND ON
3. Pvt. rm.. htd. pool. Will,
THEIR
10 min. to 5.15. $42 mo. 294-i i-12.
2 WEEKS FREE RENT - 2 bdrm. fur
mod. apt. $140 no. Call 269-9014 al.
6 p.m.
HUGE 1 bdrm. apt. Fan., arirstic. kAr
Ham St. $85. 241-8174.
QUIET rear cottage. 2 males. 295 61,
Fri. after 6, Sat. afternoon.
FOR ECONOMICAL
2 BDRM. APT. nr. SJS, wipool. $100
mo. & up. 297-88/7 or 286-5398.
EVERY DAY

THIS EASTER

VESPA

LOST AND FOUND I

TRANSPORTATION

LOST: White Samoan Puppy. Vicinity 9’& San Carlos. 286-2189.
FREEMAN - Ski poles. Lost March 19
Ski 1rip. Red, 286-0424.
PERSONALS (7)

DOES YOUR ro,n,fIi
RENAULT 5350 10 speed bike $60 single rooms. 720 S. Third.
Dave W.
SERVICES On
HELP WANTED 141
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
PHOTOGRAPHER - Part time week- Bailey, 286.5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
ends. Local. Need car and 120 camera. TYPING - Term
paper, thesis, etc
Experience helpful but not nec. Phone Pica electric. 243-6313.
841-9616 Berkeley.
61

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY - for young
woman with car. Will train for credit
verification or order dept. Contact personrnl mgr. Apply 441 Park Ave., Suite
5.
YOUNG MAN - Management trainee,
part time. Prefer business experience but
not required. $50 k. to start. Apply 441
Park Ave., Suite 5. 3-5 p.m. daily.
TALENT WANTED for Talent Showcase
Show. Every Sunday 7-11. RICARDO’S
PIZZA, 218 Willow. For inform. call
2944009
STUDENTS OVER 20
The S. J. branrh office of Life Magazine
needs part time telephone sales representatives. $1.30 hourly salary + bonuses.
Other students earning $2-$3 per hour.
298-5434.
HASH-ER for girls’ 1,arding house. CY
7-0314.

minum fur the student projects and
current information on facilities,
research and process development.
Although students are required to
use at least a small amount of aluminum, they work on projects independent of any company.
Separate manufacturers have
offered to purchase the ideas of
last year’s winner and runner-up.
Roger Lai Lee, 1964 SJS graduate,
was last year’s winner. Sears, Roebuck and Co. has expressed interest in manufacturing a variation of
Lee’s patient lift.
Bill Lutes, 1964 graduate, was
last year’s runner-up. Publicity on
Lutes’ project reached Zimmer
Orthopedic equipment, in London.
That company is now trying to
purchase Lutes’ idea of an aluminum crutch.
Some of the projects entered In
this year’s competition include a
typewriter which will print on a
flat surface, a riot control gun,
food package made of aluminum
foil and plastic cover, a chair and
a device for finding noises in a
car.

40.

In Space Research

Allen B. Tucker. SJS assistant
professor of physics, recently received a fellowship from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration s NASA/ to participate in a space physics research
program at the Ames Research
Center at Moffett Field tnis
summer.
The program is part of a national summer faculty fellowship institute sponsored by NASA for the
purpose of coordinating research
between industiy and local universities.
The institute will begin June
14 anti run for 10 weeks.
Tucker will attend a seminar,
on plasma physics at Stant a 1
University in addition to st
research work during the 10.ta I
program.
Tucker received his B.S. degree
from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology In 1958 and has
been teaching at SJS for two
years.

TODAY:
Mel, modern Hebrew classes,
2:30 p.m., College Union.
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., College Union.
AWN, 4 p.m., College Union.
Open meeting.
Spartan Christian Fellowship,
9 p.m., 1144.
’ Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., cafeteria A. Pledges meet at 6 p.m.
in cafeteria B.
Circulo Castellano, 12:30 p.m.,
Southwest corner of cafeteria.
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
(’1-1164. Speaker is Hank Williams,
_

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
39 S. lst St.
(across from Hale’s)
CY 7-4653

aas.
/--L

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
el Magazines
and Paperbacks
* Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

SEE Holds Meeting
Today-Concert Hall
Students lot Excellence in kAtucation (SEE) will hold its first
general meeting today in Concert
Hall.
All interested students are invited to attend.
Future plans for SJS and expansion to other colleges will be
discussed, according to Phil Whitten re tt,ident of SEF
MAN WANTED
College man sidled In We,tern
Horsemanship to counsel at local coed summer camp.
July 4 to August 23, 1965
Hiring now for the summer
Phone Mrs. Barnett
PL 4-7703

FREE GAS!

FREE GAS!

I CLIP ’N’ SAVE I
TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS

counselor it James Boys Ranch.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 3:30 p.m.,
E346B.
Newman Club, 7;30 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth. Dr. Vincent Nola. M.D.,
speaker on "The process of Reproduction."
Pershing Rifles, 2:30 p.m., 1340.
Staff meeting.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, English honorary society, 2:30 p.m., HI
Speaker, Dr. William Brandt.
associate professor of English.
Phi Alpha Theta, 3:30 p.m .
CH237.
Society of Automotive Engineers, 7:30 p.m., AB107. Crash
publicity men urged to attend.
American Marketing Association.
8 p.m., Garden City Hafbrau
Dinner at 7 p.m. Speaker is Bob
Roat, account executive for J.
Walter Thompson advertising
log agency.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
TOMORROW:
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., ED331
Pledges meet in College Union
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., H17.
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m..
LN401. Accounting lab for student,
wishing to help in accounting.
Pershing Rifles, 7 p.m., B41
General meeting
Le Cercle Francais, 3:30 p.m .
ED270. Plans for international da
and picnic.
Circulo Castellano, 12:30 p.m.,
Southwest corner cf cafeteria.
Semper }Wells Society, 7 p.m .
H2. Meeting for Marine Corps
platoon leaders.

Prof Elected Again
Dr. Theodore M. Norton, assistant professor of political science, has been re-elected chairman of the Saratoga Planning
Commission.

1 -FREE GALLON GAS-1
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas

2nd & East William
in San Jose &

1170 N. 4th Street
Also in San Jose
sm am

Bowling

Is

Sure to Rate with

Two - on - a - Date
During

Easter Vacation
Student Bowling

PER GAME
With Study Body Card

B11liards Parlor - Pool - Snooker - $1

Per Hour

HAPPY EASTER
SPARTANS

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara

294-7800

St.

USE SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR CONVENIENCE AND PROFIT

LAGUNA
PALM SPRINGS
MAZ -TLAN
REGARDLESS OF WHERE YOU GO
FOR EASTER VACATION. WEAR YOUR

sis sweatshirt from CAL BOOK

IRONING - All kinds: done at home.
Low rates. Eves. & Sat. 286-4364.
TYPIST - Neat, fast, corrections made
Mrs. O’Neill, 377-7843.

All 16 favorite shades and colors plus
the recent addition of NEU-BLUE.

TRANSPORTATION 191
Low
as $249.00
SAFE
CLEAN - QUIET
EASY TO HANDLE

ONLY
$295

BANk FINANCING

HOUSING 151

To place an ad:
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
*Call at
-Men. Best rood in town. New apt
units. Linen & maid tern. Kit. & laund
Classified Adv. Office - J206
tacit. 3 TV’s. 122 N. 8th, CY 5.9504.
MWF 9:30-3:30
570w1
T.Th 10:30-3:30
I BEDROOM APT., living rm. paneled.
547 S. 11th. Mgr. apt. 4. 295-8101.
Send In handy order blank. Enclose
$30 MONTH - Clean rooms. 12 bloek cash or check. Male check out to
SJS. Kitchen, Ho rm., showers. No lease Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 2944414, Est. 2465
nec. Ubitties pd. 292-1327.

"The
The Acidities of I1
is the topic of a seminar sponsored
by the Chemistry Department this
afternoon at 1:30 in S164.
Speaker at the seminar is Dr.
Andrew Streitweiser, professor of
chemistry, University of California.
Berkeley. He is a specialist in It,
field of carbanion chemistry.
Dr. Streitwelser was the Amp, can Chemical Society’s California
section gold medal winner for
1964 and is internationally prominent for his work in his field.
This will be the first appearance
on this campus tor Dr. Streitweiser.
A question and answer period
will be included in the semin
and students may speak with hi,:
in :in informal discussion.

Spartaguide

TYPING - All kinds. Reasonable. Pickup & delivery. CY 4.3772. 9-6.
RELIABLE TYPING - Spelling and errors corrected. 292-2346.

RIDERS WANTED TO LA. Easter Vac.
Lv. Apr. 9. ref. 18th. 286-8768.
RIDERS WANTED to Seattle for Easter
Vacation. Mary, 294-4408.
RIDE TO PHOENIX about Apr. 9 f o r
Spring Rest. 297-1836 after 10:30 p.m.
RIDE WANTED to Las Vegas. Spring
Vacation. Cheri, 197-5977.

Chemntry Expert
1To Speak Today

AL RUITER
607 AUZERAIS l AT BIRD)
SAN JOSE

295-1124
FREE EXPERT TUITION!

CAL BOOK CO.

134 E. SAN FERNANDO

OPEN SATURDAY

Toc,day April 6. 1961

14aPPY
musical
}401iday wit

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

(indermen Wallop Ducks

ished three yards ahead of Cal’s
Al Courchesne on the opening
leg, but Ken Shackelford hurt
his ankle warming up and injured
Mel Holmes. who hadn’t trained
all week, was asked if he would
run.
SMART STUDENTS
Holmes limped nolleibly,
while running II flat and Mike
tilbeau ran 46.3. "As far as I’m
41e1
The undefeated freshman gym)
concerned." said Toni Smith.
* oasts. sparked by Tony Coppola
LP’s
3.98
"Mel Holmes was the hero of
* and Malcolm SlePhee will play
the day."
Our Price
2.98
host to 11
stead High School
Archibald won the 440 in 47.8
and the Cal (rush today at 4 p.m.
Other Spartababes participating and Knowles was fourth in 48.9.
Stereo
4.98
Oregon’s Neil Steinhauer, won
* are Bob Matkosich, Steve Bra.
the event at 59-10 with Pat Kelso
Our Price
3.98
us, and Dan Stowell.
second at 57-11N and Charlie
If you earned a "B" average
We have a complete
Hahn third at 52-11’2.
California
38’2.
The
Spartans
won
SEMESTER
you
FALL
in
your
line of 45’s
The Spartan trio of Lester
will receive an EXTRA 20%
the dual meet against Cal 98-46
Bond (first zit 484111). Craig Fersavings
or
of
discount
and
against
Oregon
$5074-71.
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
gus (second at 47-710 and Pat
$150 on CAR INSURANCE.
Tom Smith and Wayne MerMoran (third at 46414) capFROM 6.95
This scholastic discount is in adc14
men, facing a host of strong Cal
tured the first three places in
lion to 2 -car, compact-car and
sprinters were never pressed as
the triple j p. They were first,
RADIO TV
driver training discounts offered
Smith ran the 220 in 20.0 with
second, and fourth respectively
only through STATE FARM INCLINIC
Mermen
second
In
21
flat.
MerSURANCE.
in the broad jump with Bond
men won the 100 in 9.1 as Smith
517 E. Santa Clara
CALLwinning at 234’ z.
294.3804
scratched from the event to con1167 So. Kiln Road
PAUL J. SCOLA
centrate on the tulle relay.
Off. 256-5908
In the 440 relay SJS defeated
251-7017
Res. 266.5908
the startled Cal team (which had
run 40.31 in 40.4, a new meet
144440144************
and stadium record. Smith received the baton, three yards bes
\ I NTE CLAIRE HOTEL PRESE
hind former high school national
The San Jose State baseball
record holder Forrest Beaty, and
team takes on St. Mary’s at Munipassing him like he was standing
cipal Stadium today at 3 p.m.
still. If Compton and Murad are
Head Couch Ed Sobezak has
41ts14k,:
able to run at full strength, the
named two possible starting pitchworld record of 40 flat may be
,
ers, Bob ehaffet, 10-11 or Craig
just around the corner.
Minor 10-01.
1. !iii’ I rill II !ill 1!1:1111:11 ’’illillt1:11:11
Beaty authored Cal’s winning
Today’s game will be broadcast
mile relay team In 46.1 as
on KSJS-FM 90.7, beginning at
Smith ran 46.2. Cal ran 3:09.1
2:45.
and has the fastest %amity time
Saturday. the Spartans split a
In the nation this year. Dave
doubleheader with the University
.,.
4214.4%T.( LUNCH I
F,
11111111
Archibald’s 46.1 on the third 1-g
,
- - r’l
ih
of Pacific 4-3 and 3-7. RightiI....". iii ..... ....th...
for Cal made It Impossible for hander Gary Strom pitched in ’17.1111
Intl’ I MI 11111’ : =...(1:.---2.1
I:.
Smitty to catch Beaty again.
ill t’1,.,
!’
11’11
1111.."0"."="000A’’
second one-hitter of the seasidi
a . ..a1.,.. . I 1 IIIIIME.OI..I.1IIM
.
=rn.=il
1
’1111 Knowles, oh ran 48.3 fin- in the first gain. He set the
Tigers clown for six innings before
Walk in now for
giving up a single to lead off
Hofbrau Style Food-Moderate Prices
hitter Tom Lewis in the seventh.
Roast Eastern Beef
1.50
An inning earlier. Strom hit
Virginia Raked Ham
1.50
two run single to put SJS in fo,h1
Kosher Style Corned Reef
1.30
Roast Tout Turkey
1.50
4-3.
Chicago Style Pastrami
1.50
In the second game pitcher Bill
koala Turkey Leg
1.45
The
Sign ii Alpha Schmidt ran into another after- COMBINATION PLATIS Epsilon and Theta Chi are strong noon of tough luck as he lost his
Any 2 meats $1.75
Any 3 meats $2.00
lxissibilities to meet in the All - fourth game -of the season. The
Slab of nutty Swigs cheese .35
College in
Volleyball Tigers scored three runs off
orders include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beans,
Championships tonight at 6:15 in Schmidt who lasted three and twoor Macaroni, Bread and Butter
the Men’s Gym.
thirds innings.
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Fast-pitch softball entries are
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.
due tomorrow at noon in MG121
Open Tonife ’til 9
All softball officials are asked
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
CY 5-2626
by Intramural Dirtctor Dan Unruh
Located in the Saint Claire Hotel
to meet tomorrow in MG201 to
discuss the upcoming season. Meet111111111111M11111111011111111111111111111111111111N11111111111111111111111111111111111
MI1111111111110111111
ings will be held at 3:30 p.m. and
b:30 p.m.

lItC0

SPARTAN DAILV--15
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By ART SIMBCRB
Daily Sports l’Alitor
Despite nagging illness which
1, has plagued them all season. the

!Spartan hucksters roared back
as they promised, defeating last
year’s national champions University of Oregon and the University of California in a RIngular at Berkeley Saturday.
SJS’ winning total was 74 points
,ith Oregon scoring 68,i and

Oregon’s hurdler, were first,
second, and third In intermediates,
but Rich Clough who ran 15.6
at Stanford ran 14.7.
Frank Tarrantts leaped 6-4 in
the high jump. It was
rst mark of his collegiate career and gave SJS an important
fourth pileup. Bill French and
Bill Carter of Cul cleared 6-6
and Terry Doe was third at 6-6.
Oregon, famous for its distance
runners, still appears strong. Ken
Moore won the mile and the two
mile in 4:08.8 and 8:58.8 respectively. Wade Bell was second in
the mile at 4:09.9 and won ac.
880 in 1:50.8.
Joe Neff was fourth in the mile,
but Tom Tulte who was second
In the two mile at 8:59.4 showed
his best kick of the season despite
severe stomach cramps. Phil Dal
nail ran a best of life 9:04.4 toi
fourth place.

’Three Teams
In Running

Master
JEWELERS

PURITAN OIL CO.
LI,

8
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EL RANCHO
294-2041
ALMA and ALMADEN
"Seance on a Wet Afternoon"
"That Man From Rio"

S T UD I 0
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IUD

a

1969 ALUM ROCK AVE

"First Men on the Moon"

292.677E
396 SOUTH FIRST
- STUDENT RATE "The Rounders"
"The Honeymoon Machine"

SOUTH SCREEN
"The Rounders"
"Quick Before If Melts"

HAPPY EASTER
COEDS
The Den of Beauty would like
to take this opportunity to
wish all the young ladies at
San Jose State a VERY HAPPY EASTER. We know that
Easter not only means a week
off from classes - although
this in itself is reason for rejoicing - but, it also offers
many of you the opportunity
to see your family and
friends back home. Naturally
you will want to look your
best for them. For this reason, the Den of Beauty would
like to extend its special offer until Easter. We will still
offer you

PHIL
MORICI
Travel Agency
Reservations confirmed
immediately on
availability of space.

Phone 294-8860
Make reservations as soon as
possible. Reservation service
absolutely gratis.
DON’T WAIT -IT MAY
BE TOO LATE!
29 S. Second Street

$2.so Off

on any permanent of your
choice. All you have to do
is CLIP this ad and bring it
when you come in to see us.
If we do not see you, have
a HAPPY EASTER.

al III

VatelIa;
2)en ol geauty
3547 Homestead
at
Lawrence Station
Road
HOMESTEAD
SHOPPING CENTER

Phone 2447715

IIMI

COLLEGIATE RABBITS
DON’T FORGET . . .
/-

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

6F1 N dOSel
bTATe
0

you’re
sure
to
score
in...
PARISIENNE

PRICES

FROM

$100

TO

$1:100

To Buy Easter Gifts for Their Family
Easier Candy Assortment

WHITE LEI/1Y
CALIFORNIAN MODEL

You are cordially im ited to visit our
Bridal Registry and see our 22 new pat.
terns in Chinaware, featuring * Syracime
Fine China * CrN limit Stemu are toy
Ilolmegaard * Bodo from Sorrier,.
TERMS GLADLY

Tops for sports, for school, for just goofin’

of pairs -in traditional off-white and your

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051
1111t1111N1111111101

N1111111111111111111111111111111111

Stuffed Easter Bunnies
Easter Lilies
Greeting Cards

off -that’s WHITE LEVI’S -the long lean
pants with the famous name. Get a couple

Remember, get yourself a SJS sweatshirt for vacation wear

favorite sportswear colors!

THE WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 E. Santa Clara

San Jost,

Street

258-810

NORTH SCREEN
"None But The Brave"
"The Honeymoon Machine"

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

OD

ers

Spartan Nine
Meets Gaels

’ nlo I :

98‘

ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

1 Mike Gibeau was second in the
880 at 1:51.1. but looked much
stronger after his three week thness and appears ready to dip un’1" 1’3 50th).

Spartan Bookstore
"Right on Campus"

-
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Spartan
ports Picks
*

1st PRIZE

* 5 RUNNER-UP *
* PRIZES *

*

PSA Will Operate
More Than

Here’s How You Enter This Week’s Baseball Contest

during the holidays to help you have

Watch for the Spartan Sports Picks page in the SPARTAN DAILY every Tuesday for your
entry blanks.
Fill out the entry blanks by listing the asterisk(*) merchandise special found in each of the
sponsor’s ads and select your sports picks by marking the appropriate box. To receive
credit for a tie, you must predict it by marking the "tie" box. Do not neglect to indicate
your answer to the special tie -breaker question each week. Co not indicate any scores.
Complete your entry by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB card number on the entry blank.
Bring your entries to room J207 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between the
hours of 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. No entry will be
accepted after 4:30 p.m. on Thursday. Do not mail your entry.
Viatch for the winners in next week’s SPARTAN DAILY. Do not call or come in person to
the SPARTAN DAILY office to find out the week’s winner. The winner will be notified.

I.

a Happy Easter. May we serve you?
2.

1=5A

PACIFIC SOulFIWES7 AIRLINES SUPER ELECTRA JET.,

3.

For Reservations:
Call 761-0818 or See Your Local Travel Agent
SAN FRANCISCO

OAKLAND

4.

LOS ANGELES
HOLLYWOODBURBANK

SAN DIEGO

S.

STANFORD vs. SANTA CLARA (4-9)

1":400:":":".

.17:46"

./Ws."1:10::nsie"

CV. 3-1953

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTISTS THEATER

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES 6T PSA JET

750 FLIGHTS

Starts
Tomorrow!

’

BE A
BLAN
BIN 0
Starring The Beach Party Gang
(Annette Funicello and at least
three hundred thousand bikinied,
bronzed,
blonde, blasphemous,
bitchin’, bountitul, berserk, specimens of American Girlhood.)

USC vs. UCLA (4-9)

.4%,-.4.P.41:01Woresfirl;GroD

.40

.147:07:/:/’

4

Columbia R e c or ds

CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL*
Scratch and 1 yping Paper
in 500 sheet package

SWEATSHIRTS

Presents:

tt

Now For Only

COPLAN

99
1

CAL BOOK
134 E. San Fernando
San Jose, Calif.

SANTA CLARA vs. STANFORD (4-10)

HOUSE of RECORDS

HUDSON’S JEWELERS
275 S. 1st Street
San Jose, California

Giants (4-9) vs. Cleveland (San Diego)

3rd at San Fernando

One block from Campus

..17.0*-40,-A--077.44:4ADCF:Xot6,-;:FF-1-7.SCF"...1.:

Happy Hour*
8 - 10 P.M.
8:30 .9:30 P.M.

BEER

417
So. First
Street

We Cooperate with Cupid

123 S. Third St.

NM

IM

EMI

MINI

ENTRY BLANK

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

When You Bring In
This Ad
Good Only for Wed.. April 7

Cumvitiorr

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

GIANTS vs. CLEVELAND (4-10)

s’

862 North 13th

292-8119

"Right on Campus"

S. F. State (:l;) vs. Sacramento State (4-10)

SJS vs. CHICO STATE (4-9)

We Deliver

CY 7-5174

Advertiser

Merchandise

Special

NO.

TIE -BREAKER QUESTION:
What will be the total runs
scored in these games?

CONTEST RULES

MARK ONE OF THESE BOXES
Home
Tie

Visitor

Spartan Book

SJS

Chico State
(4-9)

PSA

Stanford

Santo Clara
1441

United Artists

USC

UCLA (4-9)

Cal Book

Giants

1441

I.
.2
3.
4.

Cleveland
(San Diego)

5.
6.

Roberts Book

USF

Washington St
(4-9)

House of Records

Santa Clara

Stanford

Hudson’s

USC

UCLA

14-101

7.

Spartan Hub

S. F. State

Sacramento
State (4-10)

8.

Contact Lens

Giants

Cleveland
14-10)

9.

Cugginos’ Pizza

S. F. State I

I

I

PHONE
ASB CARD

we’

INN

Spartan Sports Picks
ENTRY BLANK

-.1.7.44....:,:e...C.C-Ciejr^

in progress at ...

CONTACT LENS CENTER

Phone

S. F. State ( ; ) vs. Sacramento State (4-10)
I

in the FLEXY contest now

Why let unsightly glasses scare off the object of
your affections? Dr. Allen at Contact Lens Center can show you how to get rid of them and
look more attractive.* Come in and see him at

294.1454

330 SO. 10th

USP v. WASHINGTON STATE (4-9)

One Large Cheese Pizza*

iv

Fri. Happy
Hour
Large Pitcher
$1.00
Large Mug
254

Pizza - Ravioli - Spaghetti
20.. Discount on all food to SJS Students

OPEN TONITE ’TIL 9

00

Win a

Dance to the -Apostles"

Thurs. Happy
Hour
Large Pitcher
85¢
Large Mug
20¢

BOOK STORE

I.

55

Thursday
Friday

All sizes, kinds and colors
Also scissors to cut off the sleeves.

BILLY THE KID*

4

eit_i
lime A wasiing?
Time your time during Easter vacation
with a TRAVEL CLOCK* from Hudson’s.
USC vs. UCLA (4-10)

We have your Ecister Vacation

; First Game of a double header
Second Game of a double header

I

14-101

Sacramento
State (4-10)

10.
12.

Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
Students are limited to one entry per person.
All entries become the property of the SPARTAN DAILY.
The SPARTAN DAILY and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any
entries that are lost or stolen.
An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
In the event that two or more entries have the same number of correct selections, the contestant who becomes closest to the special tie -breaker question
will be the winner.
All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
September 1, 1965.
The SPARTAN DAILY reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
and to make necessary additions or corrections to these rules.
Persons so designated by the SPARTAN DAILY shall constitute the panel of
judges. Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of winners
for awarding of prizes and for deciding on disqualification for any reason whether
through entry faults or evidences of collusion or any other ineligibility.
Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and of the
judges’ decisions.
In case a scheduled game is cancelled, all entries for that particular game will
be disregarded. The remainder of the games in the contest will be used to determine the winner.

i
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Spring Is . . .

SECTION B

Photos
Jacques

by Jon Lewis
Richalet.

Poem

and
by

Michel Janicot.

spring is

spring is

spring is

spring is

awakening in the middle of a

voices of trembling elms

steady silence In the streets

and echoes of laughter

and laments of love without love

the bay bridge

weariness anxiety despair solitude

crowds and black sun of

field of red tulips
wet from the morning dew
and tossing pink petals in the
morning air

reflecting on
the limp surface of a pond

loneliness and sunflowers bent

where you threw pebbles into

to the west

when you were a child

the smell of wet wood
and wet leaves
and wet clothes

rest of the dead

left overnight to dry on a line
while the sun slowly emerges
from behind a rusty barn

branches beating at speechless
windows
and wheat seeds thrown

bellowing oxen and the
nturiner of a spring
hidden behind a grove of polars

collect white round pebbles
found in gutters

spring is

the silence of buried skies

heat rising from the wet ground

and memories of a loved one

and the first song of awakening

asleep on the stolen island ferry

birds stirring in the trees

spring is

gray march skies
over stagnant water marshes
in new jersey
spring is
raging seagulls over the cannel

with the wind and the rain

In your hair

wandering rainbows and dust of
the stars

a lead colored

horizon

a foghorn whining into the night

of
yesterdays

of skulls rolling on the shores

spring Is gone.

blind eternity yawning

dead.

on the sands

alone.

cottages for sale

in bristling grasses
spring is
millions of new leaves
translucent waters
weeping willows

surface
of our

faded dreams and noise

under your teeth

sudden resurrections

limp

spring is

and green lemons crushed

forgotten childhoods

on the

dreams

spring is

waves of sounds and love

and the trickle of blonde tresses

fears of shades and silence

between your fingertips

skies whiter than the dead
days corroded by crows

spring is

and mirrored time
slowly dying in whirlpools

and magpies

forgotten love affairs and

and mothers silent in

forgotten kisses

of salt and sun

black dresses

given under night skies

wave.

floating

crashing on tile shores

dangling fences rusty nails

spring is

like

leaves

while unseen waves die

dark perfume of orange blossoms

to catch failing rain drops

weight

solitary night walks

spring is

and faded tombstones hidden

two hands cupped to the sky

your lips

spring is

in the distance
spring is

promises never kept
and hot salty tears upon

thrusts of newborn buds against

spring is

hearts
without

spring Is
along the ocean

orphans

hissing in the wind

while a dog yaps somewhere far

came true

to the winds

while silent and unsmiling

spring is

spring is
dried-out

dead
spring is

childhood dreams that never
spring is

melancholy
night of the tomb

years ago
spring is

. a black hearse slowly crossing

. . . As Spring Does

ils! 7
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EASTER
C.4RDS
Studio Cards
Cards for All Occasions
Wedding Invitations

PAUL’S GREETING
CARD SHOP
34 Fountain St.

CY 2-35O5

New Male Fashions
Stress Cool Comfort
Comfort and coolness top the
list of new trends in men’s
spring and summer fashions.
For the man who has a neck
size that falls between the regulation shirt size, the new
stretch white shirt collars will
solve his problem. The collars,
made of dacron and lycra, promise to "give" slightly.
Heel -less socks, copied from
the playing fields where athletes sometimes cut the heels
out of sweat socks, is something

SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
San Jose Book Shop Has for You This Week

DILLINGEA A Sr , &
,^lent LT.
,,
. _ ,_
,
A r ,,,,,,,
:4 ,
NOW ONLY
51 49
ORCHIDS ARE EASY TO GROW. A Co,
r nte Manual w:th 16 full color plates.
fie
ONLY VIE
WONDER BOOK OF TRAVELER’S TALES
Sc S nbau, 6,11 ,n’. Marco Polo etc.
(53.95)
$1.911
CASEY AT THE ILO, To, Sto-n of 6.4, Lle
n Baseca , b., Cesei Stengel. 1$3.95/ $IM
NEW JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE SINCE
1949. ,80 Ptoto: & special teat. ($13.75)
ONLY ..
$EAS

MAN At.,C.N .
.
.

¶,’,F

’OR’,

,.e travel

SIM
LIFE 5 1,1..t FS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT
o0300 e’’, t IllY, .11- (V5,
7S
NOW
87.811
iHORSES32. pl-1,DAStr ’405355 -- 0.e. 300
clot [Pub or
,71-0)
ONLY 52.91
THE FAMILY MUSIC 5005
o., 300
pieces lot piano ofgan 8 .C-0. 800
TAM
0.414, (S3.9S)
104 feptioduc
ART IN AMERICA, PPM
tons in color & fnonochrome. (93.95)
NOW
$IM
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction. Travel Biography, Chilnren’s Book% Religion Music, Art, etc. Get these new
books at Bargain Prices Now. at San Jose Book Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD
CHOICE.
IF YOU WANT A 500111. ANY BOOK
ask Us about itchance, ate we can cire you immediate information a, to price,
exact title and eyuilabil ts. If we don’t have it, we can get it tor yo.J p’on-Ptly.

Best Seller
Reprints
for Less
295-5513

Open ’III
9:00 p.m.
Thursday

else new in comfort this season. The heel-less socks simply
do without the customary bend
and heel reinforcement
Making the scene will be the
Henley shirt, which is an import
from the Regatta clothes worn
at Henley-on-Thames, England.
This shirt is collarless with a
contrasting color stripe around
the neck.
For coolness, this season’s
manufacturers will be turning
out a number of excellent lightweight sweaters that can be
,,,orn in any weather and still be
comfortable. These will include
sweaters knitted in new textured fabrics of linen and synthetic blends.
A new trend in suits will be
the use of silk and imitation
silk. The big colors will be the
natural-looking colors of tans,
grays and other light shades.
This season’s suits will also be
coming in stripes to rival the
slightly formal-looking thin
stripe business suit of winter.
Slacks will continue to be
slim and cuffless, but many will
be making the scene with coordinated self-belts of the same
material as the trouser fabric.
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119 E. San Fernando between 3rd 11 4th St.

Girth Explosion
Yes, there is
an Easter Bunny

alsi
eyE
for
hid

Sewing machines are making a
comeback in West Germany. Reason: prosperity and the German
girth explosion.
1,...rnatr,,,, %At

All you skeptical people
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TUP

’Tropicana
9ioteer4

will be thoroughly convinced of the existence

for Beautiful

of the Easter Bunny when
you see our wide selec-

ORCHID
CORSAGES

tion of costumes at:

$3.00

GOODWILL COSTUME SHOP
44 N. Market

297-4609
Large selection for all

(OPEN MON. THRU SAT., 10 A.M.

-

5:20 P.M.)

and up
Roses
Carnations
Wedding Bouquets
Gifts
1137 SO. KING ROAD
Ph. 259-3781
Tropicana Shopping Center
rettrYtrarltr

Atio07

r
MEN’S FASHIONS for Easter, carrying the well.
dressed male through the "lazy, hazy, crazy
days of summer," are modeled by four of the
male stars of the upcoming "Spoon River Anthology." In the upper left is Eddy EmanuEl
in smart evening dress, flanked by casually attired H. James Tellefson, who will act as

Photo by Paul Seque,ra
assistant director in the early May Drama Department production. In a mood for mid-summer
night yachting is a debonair playboy represented by Bob Ryan, in the lower left. Conveying
the best of the collegiate look is Ray Terry in
the alwaysdapper navy blazer accented by
flame-striped tie and subtle sky-blue shirt.

WINCHEWS
DONUTS

COFFEE

Skin Treatments
No one is more pleased by the
new plunging necklines than cosmetic.; manufacturers, now turning
with boundless enthusiasm to the
task of providing delicate cover
for what women uncover.
Along with the usual skin treatments, make-up experts recommend pastel pink cake rougenailded "all the way down the
cleavage and high up over the
rounded curve of the bosom."
Says Charles of the Ritz, this
compares with the way "Rubens
might have used flesh-toned paint
to give his canvas ladies a more
voluptuous look."

let’s go to McDonald’s
for a new taste treat

"VSIZMUM117.

’:73

DONUT
18c
Party Discounts on
5 Dozen or more

WINCHELLIS
DONUTS
5th & Santa Clara
297-1015
Open 24 Hours

7.1,1.U-U 7’,1 75- "5-93,

McDonald’s

SOON 2 LOCATIONS

Filet-O-Fish

Moyer Music

Crisp and golden Filet 0’ Fish served
piping hot on a plump, bun with
plenty of zesty tartar sauce to give you
a real adventure in good eatin’l

look for the golden arches ta.

McDonald’s
Req. T.M. U.S. Pat. 011. McDonald Coro. INA
COPytight McDonald Crap. Ma

90 E. San Carlos

NEI

tr

Largest Selection of Guitars in Town

Surfing Shorts

from $5.00

Surfing Jackets

from $8.95

ART MARTINEZ

Now of

Men’s Wear

295-9657

First & San Carlos
San Jose
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. till 9 pro.
Lies

Wed

Sat till 530 pm.

14 E. San Fernando
Nest to Western Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

ammi

298-5404

Soon to Open et

5153 Stevens Creek Rd.
(at Lawrence Station Rd
across
from Futurarna Bowl)
748 9858

wiaaalraiirUs-aaaritaaalitlt-taaa
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Fashion Goes"WARTANiiiir Birds Show Uncanny Ability
With ’More or Less’ To Navigate Unfamiliar Territory
It’s "More -Or-Less," the new
fashion look for this season.
Women’s fashions for spring
have gone wild with more of everything in color, line, shape and
size. But there’s also less showing
of "my fair lady" this summer
as she dons her "cut-out" wardrobe with plunging necklines and
other provocative details.
Spring ’65 is an exuberant time
of the year with crazy haircuts,
above -knee skirts and giddy patterned stockings.
TOP’ TARES OVER
Fashion designers went in search
of something "far out" (as Life
Magazine put it) and turned the
world of dress over to the
p11
artists.
Sleeveless shifts are used as
canvases for the "carefully delineated mundane objects" which
pop artists love to glorify.
Supersized prints are silk
screened on shifts or skimmers in
brilliant colors. It could be a
colossal cravat with its hodgepodge of happy colors or a whopping big watch on a chain.
WILD MIXTURES
Dots, dashes, stripes and solids
are coming together with a terrific clash. The jazzed -up jumble
of lines and colors is especially
effective on the new high-waisted
dresses with tie-belts.
The emphasis on exaggeration
also has put zippers in the public
eye. Many sportswear firms are
forgetting that zippers should be
hidden behind packets.
So it’s "zip-a-dee-doo-dah, zip-adee-day" as decorative giant zippers go buzzing up and down
sports clothes. Coats, skirts, pants
and blouses are all zipping up
front with big, bulky zippers.
What magnifies them even
more? Pop art motif, of course!
On the other extreme of the

Tall Shops
FASHION
UHIGH
Designed hr
Taller Than Arape
Or lonaWalsted

42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose
CY 3-7616

You’ll Jump
With Joy

When You See
The New Easter
Fashions at
71re (Ville
_aye
455 E. William

Phone 294-7629

"more" look is the cut-out design
of shoes, dresses and swim suits.
Shoe manufacturers are advising
the ladles to "put more spring in
the walk" with sling-back flats
and medium-heeled shoes with
cut-out sides.
Glamour Magazine’s fashion experts say swimming suits this year
will be scissored to "expose unexpected areas of bare golden
skin." The key word, they claim,
is "unexpected."
--

Eastertide

A Reflection
Of Spring
Soon it will be Easter time, and
once again people all over the
world will be participating in favorite and traditional Eastertide
activities.
For many Easter has a deep
religious significancea time to
revel with joy and exuberance
following the solemn 40 days of
Lenten fasting and introspection.
For others it is a time of Easter
egg hunts, candy filled baskets,
special feasting and Easter bunnies.
But Easter is the year’s big
spring holidaya time for recreation and sports.
Hiking, fishing, motoring. Children playing baseball in the park.
Kites flying high on a windy hill.
Bicycles of all shapes crowding
motorists on the streets.
Easter Is a time to relax, a time
for the beach, to swim, to shoot
the curl or run before the wind.
It’s a time for backyard loafing
and plenty of sun.
It’s a time when greenthumb
gardeners begin cultivating and
producing the magical show of
shows which each year springs
forth from the ground.
Easter is spring personifieda
resurrection of joy, of living.

Haute Couture
Going to the Dogs
Myths Exploded: Most women, especially French women, ache
for haute couture but can’t afford
them.
A year-and-a-half ago, couturier
Pierre Cardin signed a contract
with Printemps (Spring), an inexpensive Paris department store
equivalent to our Macy’s, to supply it with exact duplicates of his
custom collection.
Prices were relatively low: $50
to $150. Shortlived, the Cardin
section at the Printemps store
closed. The clothes didn’t sell.
Said the store’s president: "Our
customers complained the clothes
were too extreme."
*
*
*
The wig craze is going to the
dogsat least in Beverly Hills,
where hair stylist Richard Alcala
makes miniature wigs for poodles
fashioned in the same style as
their mistresses.’
The wigs cost from $100 to $250,
are made of human hair and
come in colors to match either the
poodle or the hair color of its
mistress.

By JERRY HENRY
Man, in all his excellence, only
recently has been able to navigate
across unmapped wilderness, but
the lowly sparrow can fly over
thousands of miles of unfamiliar
terrain to a precise destination of
a few hundred square yards and
Presumably has been able to do so
since he was evolved.
Yet man, with all his sophistication, still is unable to figure
out exactly how the sparrow can
accomplish such a feat.
This is the problem facing C’.
John Ralph, SJS graduate student
in biology, who is presently midway through his MA. thesis study
on the migrating habits of WhiteCrowned
Golden-Crowned
and
-parrows.
"We believe the birds use the
stars for navigation across long
distances and perhaps switch to
landmarks to locate precise homing or wintering grounds," he said.
Ralph explained that the Whiteand
Golden-Crowned
Crowned
sparrows fly north to Alaska and
British Columbia for breeding in
the summer and then migrate
south to the California coastline
for the winter.
UNCANNY ABILITY
Dr. L. Richard Mewaldt, SJS
professor of zoology, and several
co-workers recently completed two
studies demonstrating the uncanny
ability of such sparrows to continue their migrating patterns even
after being displaced more than
2,000 miles from their natural
habitats.
In the winter of 1961-82, Dr.
Mewaldt displaced 411 WhiteCrowned sparrows (with normal
wintering grounds In San Jose)
to Raton Rouge, La. Twenty six
returned to hi s back-yard banding station in East San Jose
during the winter of 1961-62.
During the period from October
1962 to April 1963, 660 birds were
transported to Laurel, Md., and
15 returned to the normal wintering grounds. Dr. Mewaldt said, of
the strong migrating species which
were displaced, approximately 50
per cent of those expected to re-

turn in the norrnal tnigiating
pattern did actually return to San
displacement
Jose
from
the
centers.
"This means the sparrows flew
more than 3.000 miles of unfamiliar territory from the displacement stations to reach their
breeding grounds in the far North.
When winter et] I Ile they flew back
to San Jose," Ralph explained.
OTHER EX rEftimEN TS
He said other experiments involving pigeons have indicated that
this species used two different
kinds of navigation: one for long
distances and one for short ranges.
This is the hypothesis Ralph is
presently testing in the first phase
of his study on the migratory patterns of the sparrow. With the
help of Dr. Mewaldt and eight
volunteer bird handers, Ralph has
set up 10 bird banding stations.
from two to 30 miles apart,
stretching 120 miles from Soquel
to Glen Allen near Sonoma.
The research procedure involves
displacing birds that normally
winter in each station area to
every other station in the testing
system.
Statistics on number of birds

returning to home stations from
a ,ariety of disphwentent distances will enable the biology
student to determine If sparrows
also navigate by two different
II1P4/1.1.

"If, for example, we find a normal percentage of birds returning
from displacement stations either
more titan 40 miles or less than
40 miles from the home station,
and a relatively low ratio of return
from those displaced right at
40 miles, this will show the switch
from one navigational means to
another occurs at about 40 miles.
If released at this point of change,
the birds may be in a dead area
where neither system is useful,"
Ralph said.
BIRDS ACCURATE
When asked why the sparrows
would need to have two direction
finding methods, Ralph said the
birds probably use the stars to find
genera/ areas since the angles of
celestial bodies would not he sufficiently defined to permit pinpoint navigation. To locate specific areas they may use landmarks or random flying methods,
he said.
"We do know these birds are

Drama Department Readies
For New Production in May
Borrowing production techniques
from last semester’s highly successful "World of Carl Sandburg"
production, the SJS Drama Department is finalizing plans for
its opening of "Spoon River Anthology" early next month.
Considered a "readers theater
production" of the imaginative
free-verse work of Edgar Lee Masters, the presentation will utilize
original music and choreography
as well as 16 actors in more than
60 roles.
Master’s characters are based
on real personalities who lived in
a community nestled on the shores
between
of Spoon River, Ill
Lewistown and Petersburg.

"Spoon River" was on Broadway during the current season.
The author’s free verse form
originally startled audiences when
it was published in 1915. Masters
brings out the true values of his
characters by staging his opening
scene on a cemetery hill where
they are all buried. By using their
epitaphs, he brings to life the real
rather than the supposed attitudes
of his characters.
John Beauchamp, senior music
major, is scoring an original composition to backdrop the drama
that has been adapted by Noreen
Lebarge Mitchell, SJS associate
professor of drama,

COLLEGIATE RABBITS

EXPERTLY

quite accurate.They usually come
back to the same lot and sometimes even to the same bush year
after year," he said.
Ralph started the project in
November and will finish the first
research phase in about three
weeks since the sparrows wil soon
be migrating nor th for the
summer.
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of Flowers
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318 South Tenth Street
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Phoma 297-4665

FLIP YOUR WIG
IN STYLc:1
evening, a wig will make hair problems a thing
of the past !

vidual attention, and free styling

To Buy Easter Gifts for Their Family
Easter Candy Assortment

Here!
Most of us will soon be taking off in various directions, either on our way home or
to some action packed college playland.
If you’re going by car, you will want to be
absolutely sure you make it there. So service up at Silva Service.

on all wigs for a minimum of two
years ...
fry:

Stuffed Easter Bunnies
Easter Lilies
Greeling Cards
Remember, get yourself a 5.15 sweatshirt for vacation wear

All major credit
cards accepted
295-8968

LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
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For a wide selection, special indi-
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Vacation

511 VA SERVICE

Soft Swing -Folk -Comedy

After a day at the bttach, or for frili

Easter

78 S. 4th St.

10:30 TONIGHT!
Ccmpus Caravan

Spartan Bookstore
"Right on Campus"

94 South Third Street
Phone 295-01/
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Jews Celebrate Passover

Easter Sunday a Time of Commemoration
For Christ’s Symbols of Love and Hope
By CARY KOEGLE
What Is Easter? Bunnies? New
fashions? Colored eggs? An annual visit to church’ Vacation?
A time of commemoration?
To many.
let the childrea hunt egg. at
grandma’s house and get new

clothes k. ,,,ear to church.
To the devout Christian it is
a time of meditation and commemoration. For this holiday represents the death, burial and resof Jesily: w’to was called
, he Christ.
The Christian views this event
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of nearly 2,000 years ago as the
turning point in the history of
mankind. He marks this date as
the starting point of a new dispensation, a new orderthe Chrisan Church.
Jesus taught his followers love,
yet He was nailed to the cross
by secular and religious leaders
iilike whose hearts were filled with
hate.
T
()reached temperance but
id unjustly of drunken: Juttony. Ile preached
11.1iv, of ancient Jewish
iiophesy but was accused of
asphemy and rabble rousing.
.,le preached faith and hope but
was damned as a heretic.
He -ever traveled far from hi.;
fat,i’ly home. yet His doctrines

have reached the far corners of
the earth.
He was beaten, ridiculed, hung
upon a Cross and left to die. Yet
His lips held not a curse for His
malefactors. "Father forgive them:
for they know not what they do,"
(Luke 24.341 were among the last
words he uttered.
But the story does not end
there. The Bible says He rose from
the dead, fulfilling Old Testament
re-ophesies, three days after his
ci ucif:xion and that He lives today on the right hand of God to
intercede for those who believe and
call upon His name.
For the Christian, Easter Is not
symt,olized by bunnies or parades.
’t is symbolized by hope, by love
and by peace.
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Passover Observed to Exault
God’s Deliverance of Hebrews
The gray light of dawn breaks
over the squalor and filth of slave
quarters in the ancient city of
Egypt.
An acute observer, familiar with
the tempo of the city, might notice an unnatural atmosphere of
tension and anticipation that
seems to rise from the dirty
streets and hasten the activity of
the citizens.
Except for the quickened pace
in the slave quarters, it is a morning much like any other in Egypt.
By mid-day the sun will blaze
unmercifully out of a cloudless
sky, heating the endless desert
;ands to a white heat.
SLAVES ATTEMPT ESCAPE
But somehow this morning is
different. For this is the day the
Egyptian slaves will attempt to
escape from the whips and clay
pits of their Egyptian masters.
In one of the small houses, a
man is busy gathering his belongings in readiness for the
escape.
Moses, for that is his name, has
finally finished the last minute
tasks that are always necessary
when one is making ready to leave.

dusty streets, and goes around
the corner to join the other slaves.
His arrival signals the start of
the mass exodus, for he is to be
the leader of the escaping slaves.
They pause for a moment, kneel
in the dusty street to pray for
protection, and then begin the
long trek to the Promised Land.
BARREN ROCK
The travelers will see 40 years
and countless miles of barren
rock and shadeless desert pass
before they feel the cooling waters of the River Jordan and see
Promised
the other side the
Land, Israel.
This then is the story of the
Jewish exodus from the chains of
slavery of Egypt.
Both Christians and Jews are
familiar with the stories of the
10 plagues, the splitting of the
Red Sea and the deliverance of the
Ten Commandments from the
crest of Mt. Sinai.

of the Angel of Death when li
struck down the first-born of ei
ery family in Egypt except those
whose front door was smeared
with lamb’s blood as a symbol of
their belief and acceptance of
God.
The holiday lasts eight days.
It begins with the Seder dinner.
This dinner is held to remind the
Jews of hardships suffered by their
forefathers who escaped from
Egypt.
LAST SUPPER
"The Last Supper," which was
held by Jesus Christ and his
Apostles was the Jewish Seder.
Many of the foods that Christ
and his followers ate that night
were chosen as a result of religious
custom. The Seder tradition dictates that participants eat foods
symbolic of the hardships that
were part of the life of the 40year exodus of the "Twelve Lost
Tribes of Israel."
Such foods include hard-boiled
eggs, bitter herbs and a mixture
of apples, nuts and spices.
Jews eat matzos, an unleavened
bread, during the entire Passover
week. The tradition of eating unleavened bread reminds Jews that
when their forefathers fled from
Egypt, pursued by Pharoah’s army,
there was not enough time to allow the bread to rise.
Passover will be celebrated this
year on April 18,

DELIVERANCE
Many people do not realize, however, that the familiar Biblical
story of the deliverance of the
Jews during the time of Moses
and the Egyptian exodus is still
celebrated by Jews all over the
MASS EXODUS
Having returned to his people, world.
As the Christians of all nations
he steps through the crude, bloodsmeared doorway, walks down the prepare for the celebration of
Easter, the Jewish people of the
world begin the observance of
HERB’S
Passover.
Passover is celebrated to praise
Chevron Station
God for delivering the Jews out
STOP AT THE
of bondage in the ancient days
of Egypt.
SIGN OF
ANGEL OF DEATH
BETTER
The name "Passover" originated
SERVICE
Two great religious holidays are
from the Hebrew word Pesach. fast approaching.
Whatever your needs in the way of
This describes the "passing-over"
auto services, from a tankful of gas
This year, both holidays will fall
to an engine tune-up, you can be
on the same day.
sure you’ll get prompt expert atThe day is Sunday, April 18.
tention at reasonable student rates.
For the devout of Christian perOIL CHANGE
LUBRICATION
suasion, that Sunday, April 18, will
WHEEL BEARINGS
mean the end of 40 days of fasting
PACKED
and introspection.
BRAKES ADJUSTED
For the devout of Christian perRELINED
TIRES BALANCED
suasion, Sunday, April 18, will
ENGINE TUNE-UP
mean Easter.
Corner of 8th and William St.
For the followers of the Jewish
faith, Sunday, April 18, will comForgotten moments on campus: memorate the deliverance of the
The Dawn Redwood plaque Jews from the chains of captivity.
For many, Sunday. April 18 will
placed in front of the campus
chapel. The redwood tree was do- represent a day of spiritual joy
nated from the garden of James and feasting.

Easter, Passover
On Same Day

SJS Alumni
PlaquesRecall
PastMoments

making
sense

You hear a lot of talk
nowadays that doesn’t
have much behind it.
Ideas and words that
sound OK but don’t bear
close examination.
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Life insurance planning
calls for intelligent
thinking, not glib talk.
Recommendations
should be made only
after a thorough study
of the client’s personal
situation.
It you’d like to talk wittr
someone who puts
these principles into
practice, then call an,
You’ll see for yourself
what we mean by
making sense.

Ben Reichmuth C.LU. 17
Manager

G. Devoss (1884-1956) and the
plaque, presented by the class of
1935, was installed in June, 1960.
The Charles H.
Allen and
Henry B. Norton plaque, located
in the inner quad facing the science building.
"They were lovers of nature,
truth and God. The child, the man,
the teacher and the state were
blessed by their words, their work,
and their vision of the future of
California."
The plaque was placed by the
class of Dec. 1884 on the 50th
anniversary of their graduation.
The Mu Delta Phi plaque, located behind the home economics
building, across the Army ROTC
huts.
The plaque was placed by the
World War II Veteran organiza-1
tion of SJS "in memory of our
comrades who died in the service
of their country in the Second
World War."
The plaque was dedicated
March 1946,
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,s,eaters & Cashmere Coats
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DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD
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John Byde ’64
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Dick Flanagan ’65
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Laguna Beach Readies for Sprung’Invasion’; ’GT"e4rda;:1:61E965aster Traditions,
Police Chief Issues Warning of Patrol Tactics A Contrast to America’s
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By DENIS WADE
It will be the greatest thing
since D-Day. Thousands upon
thousands of S.IS students will
participate in an invasion of heretofore undreamed of proportions.
It will overshadow the swallows
returning to Capistrano, the demonstrators marching to San Francisco, and the noontime rush at
the sandwich shop.
The very thought of Easter
Week strikes awe, if not fear, into
the hearts and souls of the residents of Laguna Beach, a nervous,
sunny Southern California beach
city. Laguna Beach is preparing
for the invasion.
Confident that their town is
about to be overrun by a thundering horde of beer-guzzling barbarians, the good citizens of Laguna Beach are even now reinforcing their latches, battening
their hatches, and making arrangements to send their daughters to the mountains for the week.

. silly to send thousands of students
rushing into Laguna Beach without telling them the rules of the
game.
An enclosure to the chief’s letter
lists "City of Laguna Beach Suggestions for an Orderly Easter
Vacation,"
The suggestions are broken into
Parents’ Rethree categories
sponsibilities, Students’ Responsibilities, and Police Action.
PARENTS ADVISED
Parents come first, as well they
should. Parents are advised to
know where and with whom their
children will be, and any student
who doesn’t want Momsy to have
a breakdown will of course tell
her and Dad before he goes.
The chief doesn’t suggest telling
Momsy what you will be doing.
However, he is obviously a perceptive man.
Parents are directed to "Plan
an unannounced visit. not to spy,
but in the interest of your child’s
welfare." Hi, Mom, Hi, Dad.

laws will be enforced, "rigidly and
impartially."
ORDERLY FUN
Well, it’s nice to know that you
will be spending your vacation in
Inn atmosphere of law and order,
where you can find an impartial
cop fast if you need one, and
where friends and family will be
able to iniir.tte in an atmosphere
;if holiday fun, limited somewhat,
of 0,111’SP, by laws of "curfew,
alcoholic beverages, dint offences,
ovetTrowding, etc."
Which brings tip another point:
since housing is at a Kemium, one
assumes parents should by now
have arranged for a place to stay
on their "unannounced visit," ill
ensure kiceeptable accommodaions.
If your parents haven’t done
this, have them arrange reservations now, or better yet, offer to
do it yourself.
A second enclosure with the
chief’s letter is about homing. It
begins, "The following information
is being presented to you with the
request that we may receive your
cooperation toward overcoming a
major problem of great concern
to all of our residents."
This paper lists several sections
taken from the State Housing
Act of California.
Most pertinent is the section
declaring it "unlawful for any person to use ... any of the following
portions of a building for sleeping
purposes:
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NEW
DIRECT RADIO -TELEPHONE SHOW
BEACH FUN such as this scene will be repeated at Laguna Beach,
Malibu and Mazatlan during the spring vacation. The coastal
towns prepare for the collegiate invasion as evidenced by supervision and behavior codes mailed out by police chiefs. Everyone
expects a good time and the annual migration will be popular
again.
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WORSHIP WITH

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
PresbyterianCongregat,onalDisciples

Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Tiny thoughts & tiny actions are can.
celled in the infinite new law of Love
that is the soul of Easter.
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Will of William Shakespeare
Men have long been intrigued at the greatness and deep insights of
men like William Shakespeare. Although it is now 400 years since 11,,
birth, his writings and plays are more popular than ever. The epigrammate
style of the famed poet and playwright is often mistaken for that of the
Bible. In a class of midwestern college students more than half mistouk
Shakespearean lines as these to be from the Bible:
"Ignorance is the curse of God, knowledge the wing whereby we fly
to heaven" (Part 2, Henry VI, Act IV, Scene 7).
"The ruin speaks, that sometime it was a worthy building" (Cymbe.
line, Act V, Scene 2).
". . . told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing"
(Macbeth, Act V. Scene 5).
"Lord, what fools these mortals be" (Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act
Ill, Scene 2).
"And earthly power doth then show Idlest God when mercy seasons
justice" (Merchant of Venice, Act. IV, Scene I).
Born in 1564. Shakespeare was four years old when the great Geneva
Bible was published. No doubt he had thoroughly read and studied such
a Bible, for over 1200 Scriptural passages have been found in his plays.
Of the Bible’s 66 books, 54 are specifically mentioned in his 37 plays.
The playwright’s mastery of the Bible is evident also in his allusions
to the Bible and obvious application of the Bible to the social and spiritual
outlook of his times. In this sense Shakespeare is one of the world’s pro.
foundest theologians. He clearly recognized God’s directive in history and
the working out of His purpose to a people faithful to Him.
Alter four centuries Shakespeare’s deep insight into moral and
spiritual values continues to captivate the minds and hearts of humanity.
His use of Scripture leads one to believe he was a careful and thorough
student of the Bible. His view of the Bible is most clearly reflected in
his last Will and Testament drawn up just three years before he died The
opening words of the Will of William Shakespeare read like the credo of
a dedicated believer in the Lord Jesus Christ:
"I commend my soul into the hands of God my Creator, hoping and
assuredly believing, through the only merits of Jesus Christ my Savior,
In he made partaker of life everlasting, and my body to the earth whereof
it is made ..."
The promise of God William Shakespeare acted upon 400 years ago
is the same one offered to you today "For God no loved the world that
He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever would believe in Him should
not perish but have everlasting life" (John 316).

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto, California
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The
Chapel of Reconcilation
300 So. 1056 ( across from men’s dorms)
Students of all races are welcomed
9:30 a.m. Coffee Discussion at Christian Center
Pastors, Don Ernrnel, Mark Rutledge
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the oppononent’s egg and the small
end against the small. Naturally,
the egg which cracks is not
"champ."
Before each "war" begins, the
opponents chant the words "Eristos anesti," meaning "Christ is
Risen." This is also the traditional
Easter morning greeting and is
answered by the words, "Ayestos
Attesti," or "Truly, He is risen."
Greek Easter breads are made
for the celebrations and include
colorful eggs wrapped with dough
in an attractive manner.
-

WHAT’S BUGGIN’ You?

This is not to say Ilia! Laguna Inc because he will have lots of
Beach will not welcome you on other things to do. Like checking
NO SPYING
Their chief of police, a gentleYour visit. Just behave. Be quiet. out slop-sink rooms and waterUnannounced visits will be fun,
man by the name of Harry La Do not overcrowd. Act like you closets, and reassuring all those
of
course,
especially
since
there
brow, has set himself down at his
do at home, when your parents nervous citizens who pay his
will
be
no
spying.
As
any
student
typewriter and written to the
are looking, and you and Harry salary.
knows, the family that plays toAlthough Chief Labrow does not
Labrow will get along fine.
Spartan Daily.
gether
stays
together.
He may not invite you up to specifically say so in his letter, he
"Our area will be heavily paStudents, of course, will be exthe station house for a game of probably meant to include a weltrolled during this period," the
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)
checkers, but that will probably
chief writes, "and all regulatory pected to do their part during
statutes, including parking and the week.
First on the list of mandatory
traffic, will be strictly enforced."
The chief says he and his men behavior is "Actions and behavior
Mechanics trained in Europe
. . acceptable to society, the
hope visitors will obey laws durJUST BEHAVE
for perfection in San Jose
ing the expected siege, to "elim- same as at home." The same as
hallcellar,
kitchen,
".
.
.
any
inate embarrassment not only for at home? That’s what it says here. way, watercloset, bath, shower
I;
Chief
Labrow
obviously
has
no
the student and the parents, but
teen-agers. Or else he is awfully compartment, or slop-sink room."
Repair of Volkswagen Mercedes Porsche
to the school as well."
on
spendplanning
If
you
were
busy with his work or something.
ing Easter week in a slop-sink
VACATION WARNING
SAME AS HOME
room, forget it. If you thought
Well, it is certainly foolish to
Regardless of his stipulation you could just go to Laguna Beach
send troops into battle without at that students must behave "the and plunk your bedroll down in
850 Lincoln Ave.
MASTER MECHANICS
least a rudimentary knowledge same as at home," the chief states a watercloset somewhere, they
Trained in Germany
San Jose 25, Calif.
of the enemy, and it is just as that students "must obey all laws won’t let you. Better think of
292-5675
Werner Zollenkopf
land) all traffic regulations, must something else, fast.
respect the rights of others, must eeiesna
carry proper personal and school
identification at all times, and,
must accept and respect constituted authority."
Chief Labrow, boys and girls
Is constituted authority.
Next on the list, after the stukelitat,
"Assist at Mass"
dents, come the police. "Police
ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH
From $5 Action" includes arresting, bookWesley
ing, processing and trying offend292 412’1
55 W. San Fernin b
ers in court if they are over 18,
Foundation
and carting them off to juvenile
Sunday Masses: 6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
hall or turning them over to their
(Methodist Student
Evening Mass: 7:30 p.m.
parents if they are unfortunate
Center)
enough to still be minors.
Doily Mosses: 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05
441 South 10th
PUBLICITY
Confessions, Sat., 2:30 to 5:30, 7:30 to 9:00
Street
Other action by the police will
include publicity. "Names of ofLent Services: 5:30 p.m.
fenders, their parents, addresses
Worship Sunday
and schools, shall be furnished to
the newspapers."
First
St. Paul’s
Schools shall be notified of all
"offenders coming to the attention,
32 So. 2nd St. Ph, 286-4858 I directly or indirectly, of the poFree Parking at Kirby’s Lot
lice department."
j The chief also warns that all
,i0 & II ^9
7 10 & I I 00 a rn
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By BARBARA DI
In America, children hunt for
Easter eggs and baskets filled with
candy. Other nations, too, celebrate Easter with other customs
than traditional religious ones.
Greeks, for instance, decorate
Easter eggs and then wage miniature wars against other eggs.
Each person has en egg, which he
considers to be champion.
He attempts to prove that his
egg is stronger than that of the
opponent by cracking the large
against the other large end of
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Sunday 9:30 A.M.

Roger
Williams
Fellowship

The

6 p.m. Supper 50e
6.30 p.m. Meeting

ALC

LCA

Lutheran Worship

Chapel of Reconciliation

Grace Baptist Church
American Be w,,t Convention

Program Meeting

484 East San Fernando
7:00 P.M. Tuesday
13:45, 11:00 end 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
Roy C. Hoch, Campus Pastor

"Shorty’. Collins
Bapti,t College Chaplain

Evangel
Book Store

THE MAMMA Al SliAilA

at

300 So. 10th

John M. Akers
Pastor

NEWMAN CENTER
Catholic Student Center

Your Store

Worsh.p 8.30, 11:00 & 7.00

79 So. 5th St.

for

Study Hour 9:40 a.m.

INTERVARSITY SUPPLIES

COLLEGE LIFE SERIES: 6:00 p.m. -125 DANA

RELIGIOUS RECORDS
BIBLES
BUFFET?’ 5.00 P.M.

PRAYER BOOKS

Transpottalion 7th & San Carlos 9:20 a.m. 8 4.40 p.m.

RELIGIOUS GIFTS

29:,1771

Daily Mass ... 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center
Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings ... 8 P.M.
Chaplain: Father Largente
l\ea wait ttills President: Hill Nears

96 S. 2nd St.
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center

First Baptist Church

Lutheran Church -- 5.4,,ourt Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:

7
4 IN

8:15. 9:30 and 11:00
College discussion gio.Jp
2 blocks from set. tot
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
Two Mid-Week Lenten Services, Wednesday, 645, I p.m.
R. Fiedler, Dieacfor of Music; B. Dams. Vicar - 294-7033
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9:45 a.m. Seminar
Barry Keiser
Incites you to attend the city wide Easter
at the Civic Auditorium, I I n.m. Ens’, S..,

5:45 p.m., Evening Forum
College Dept. - First Baptist

the downtown church
catering to the college community
Morning Worship
B 30 & 11:00 an,,
9.45 ann. Collage "Seminar ’
5.45 p.m TriC Club
138 So. Second St., San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

thurch

SPARTAN TRT-C
3rd & San

Ia

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

292 2353

II,

Easter
week

Comma’s, @writ
C.. & Riverside
Services

Covenant Collegians meet at 9.45 urn.
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director
Oillege Yfiuth Fellmvship 8 it) 11 fll
11:00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Arvid Carlson, Pastor

Lyke oii lo Perform
At Auditorium Sunday

EASTER
CARDS
,41talio

BREAK OUT FOR EASTER

Card’,

Lyke Doll Cindy Waring, fresh- solos, "1 Enjoy Being a Girl," ;m1
speech and drama major, isle) Duddy."
looking forward to Easter vacation ’ After the performance
Invitations
for a lititle rest and sunshine. 1Waring will begin Easter vacation,
But before vacation starts, she spending most of the time sitting
PAUL’S GREETING
will have to do one last hit of n the sun at t.aguna.
The redhead is featured in the
work. She will perfortn Sunday
C %HI) SHOP
night at the Civic Auditorium with newest edition of Lyke magazine,
a group called Voices of Gus which went on sale Monday.
One ol the big problems, she
11 hitottaiti ".41.
I:1 2.3144
Lease. Besides singing with the
group. Miss Waring will sing two admitted, was keeping the news
a secret from her roommate and
’JS3U-Z7,7n-,,I=0.21.MOUT=
the other girls in the house until
Monday when they read about it
In Lyke.
"It was lots of fun," she stated,
adding that it was a different and
for All Occasions

man

Students Over 20 Years Old
New LOW Auto Insurance
Rates With A-I Company

PART-TIME
WORK

4.t

Call 379-1422

Even;ngs & Saturdays,
Min;mum 16 hrs.

Ask for: Auto Insurdnce

COMMISSION SALES
Alcoa Scholarships Available

JOHN C. VIERHUS
1645 S. Bascom Ave.
Campbell
/ it/ ‘sICsT/

For Information See Mr. Laws
Calif. Dept. of Employment
970 W. Julian St.
San Jose
7 00 p.m., Thursday Only

’kV Ntr\tr TrvirNtrar"Tr" ril/A Itti

The

avellouse

title InsItie
survise movsels old
tor atantalitirig
morsels, t
such!
( sensuous
’01.161.1111111

Photo by Paul Segueira

\

THE EASTER BUNNY’S prelude to holiday fun is sitting in Lyke
Doll Cindy Waring’s Easter basket. Although you might not find
this delectable dish in your basket Easter Sunday, she still wishes
you vacation glee in the center-fold of Lyke magazine. Miss Waring was sponsored for the Lyke Doll contest by Cedar Crest living center. She can be seen this Sunday night with -the Voices
of Gus Lease at the Civic Auditorium.

TAKE
THE
RIGHT
RDA

Surfing Draws Many
To Santa Cruz Area
The exodus begins every Satur- r most of his time talking idiom
day. Highway 17 is Jammed with himself on the beach.
The more experienced steers
;ILI! (=obi les of all deseript ions.
usually dread the weekend crowds.
.ach has one unifying characterThe population explosion causes
] istic: a surfboard.
any good waves to be over-popuTo some of the inhabitants of lated. This can be dangerous, as
!hose machines, surfing is a way a surfboard weighs nearly 30
lite: to others, it’s a status pounds anal can be quite a lethal
symbol and to othel’S Still, it is weapon in the water when travela spectator sport.
ing at high speeds.
The rapid growth of surfing in
Regardless of all these drawhe last few years can be attrib- backs the feeling of absolute aban;ded to several things. Rock and donment that one gets on a wave
d1 records helped tremendously makes all of the aforementioned
Ly making the "lonely surfer" an difficulties worthwhile. Besides it
;:nmortal creature.
keeps ’em out of the pool hulls.
However, the modernization of
- -by D.L
manufacturing techniques in the
making of surf boards has also
contributed.
SURFING TAKES PRACTICE
Surfing, like any other sport,
requires practice. To the casual
observer it looks very easy, but
any beginner will quickly clear
up this illusion. Surfing demands
co-ordination and timing plus a
certain amount of fortitude.
The water temperatures in Santa Cruz this time of year vary
from 45 to 50 degrees. Even with
wet suit one cannot stand these
:emperatures for more than an
hour. Even so, the sport has experienced fantastic growth.
This growth has resulted in extremely crowded conditions in the
water. Naturally this results in
some animosity among surfers,
and it is not unusual to hear a
surfer of six months experience
berating a surfer of three months’
experience, while neither one is
very proficient.

SJS Prof
Interprets
Easter Day

Easter, a Christian holiday, has
universal significance.
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, associate professor of philosophy, asserts
that "All religions deal with certain basic problems of human existence. The symbolism, in terms
of which they manage these problems, varies from one religion to
another."
In discussing the philosophical
significance of the symbols of
Easter, Dr. Koestenbaum said
YOUNGER THE EASIER
"Death symbolizes the threat to
It is much easier for the 10 to a meaningful human existence.
15-year-olds to learn how to surf.
"The resurrection symbolizes
This is probably because they are the permanent and hopeful resonot afraid to fall off of their lution of that anguish and that
boards and consequently will take threat.
more chances.
"The cross symbolizes the fact
The older surfer arrives at the that man must suffer before he
beach with an image of himself as can discover the solution to life’s
Neptune’s right hand man. He basic problems."
sually IPCk as deep inferiority ] Dr. Koestenbaum notes, "Dante
,onniles and consequently spends ] had to go through Hell and Purgatory before achieving the blissful
vision of his beloved Beatrice,
" ’Man,’ in the words of the
Spanish philosopher Unamuno,
must hunger and yearn for immortality before he can experience
t he fulfillment of any genuine
-.talons to the real problems of
"
In comparing the celebration of
Passover, Dr. Koestenbaum said
The Jews celebrate Passover at
this time. Although Passover is the
celebration of a historical event;
She exodus of the Jews from
] Egypt, the symbolisms are related.
"The Jews escaped death at the
sands of the Pharoah through the
uffering in the desert. In Canaan
3 speeds, 10 speeds,
a. Palestine, they discovered the
inswers to death."
tandems.

BICYCLES
FOR RENT

Reserve now.

PAUL’S CYCLES
1135 II,.’ Alameda
CY 3-9766

ell
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Tuesday. April 6. 196-1

gliIPAISTAN DAILY

APRIL IS
BUNNY MONTH

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
Cr 2-0462

0th & Santa Clara

ATTENTION . . .
"B" AVERAGE
OR ABOVE STUDENTS!
You can receive a 20% discount

It’s The Warehouse!
Watch the Spartan Daily for more ...

on Auto Insurance if you fall in
this category.

When ANY Bunny
Can Ride the New
Beginner’s
Chairlift a+

SLIDE

HUTT-NI]

11111)10X
************************************************************************************************************************

COME ON UP FOR YOUR
EASTER VACATION
Slide Mountain
Ski Area
Phone for Conditions
702-322-2231
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State Farm Insurance off e rs
these rates to students under
the 6 month

program:

$96.70 with good driving record
$87.00 with driver education
qualifications
Contact agents Jim Pfaff or
Don Schwenk

today

and

see

if

you qualify for these excellent
rates.
Remember, State Farm Insurance is the symbol of "Hometown Service wherever you
drive."
1604 Story Rd.

251-5764
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Fashion Outlook for Spring ’65
Goes ’Mod, Mod, Mod, Mod’
By CAROL CARD
It’s a mod, mod, mod, mod, mod
world. That’s the fashion outlook
for spring ’65.
Coeds with mod -el instincts can
include many interpretations of
this one-syllable fashion dictum
in their wardrobes: mods, moderns, madras and mauds.
Technically "mod" means the
combination of plaids, checks,
stripes and dots set off by bibbed
yokes, scalloped collars, tri-corner kerchiefs, ruffles and dropped
belts which were popularized by
English designers last year.
Thanks to the ingenuity of costume designers, the plaid ’n pattern combinations are raging hits
and look much better than their
black sheep forerunnersthe outfits donned by absent-mindett
profs, color-blind dressers and
Clash Day participants.
’FASCINATING CROSSBREEDS’
What better reason to mod-ify
a wardrobe than to include one
of these fascinating crossbreeds?
Mod -ern art is the basis for the
newest design in the popular

shifts. The blazing colors and off- pique turtleneck idouseS, profile
beat geometric patterns of pop and brim hats and multi -color walking
op art designs are featured on the L sticks.
shifts appearing in leading fashioni There’s a good chance every
magazines.
outfit will Inc a mod -crate sucA change in spelling, but not ce,s this year’
In tone, the bleeding madras .ti
India is not only back but is use running the market in every in,.
aginable form: shirts, shifts, belts
Levi’s - Levi’s - Levi’s
scarves, tennies and bermudas.
Cords
- 4 colors
ORIGINALLY GRAY PLAID
Slim -Fits - 5 colors
The original mauds were gray
colors
plaid tunics worn by shepherds in Californians - 3
Scotland. Continental fashion is Sta-Prests - 2 color (2 styles)
reviving "maud gray" or "fog
Regular Levi’s
gray" with a capital "G."
The gray flannel suit is coming
RAPPORT’S
back strong with such accessories
292-4014
241 S. 1st St.
as black leather gloves, white

STUDENTS!!

1.711CLE JDNII

_a:A(0_68w
NOW, AUNT SONYA,JIE
OW WANTS 70 71ZEAT
FR70 DA1E-NUT PANCAXE

ER4N HOW ABOUT
A DATE-MUT’

-.400400--esvze...rozoocese..--0--&-a

Fly to Europe
this summer on
via
low group rates
A regularly scheduled
flight
Open only to S.J.S.C.
faculty, students,
employees.
Approximately June 16
to Sept. 8

G...E UNE DATES

Call CY 3-3992

b

Only a few seats left

11

HAVING DATE-NOTPAIsliAlES-ONLY 1 OF n VARIETIES AT

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
San Jose. 1415 S. 1st Santa Clara -1680 El Camino Real

April 6th

as

Featured in

and
CAVALIER
April

TIME

511/aAdiUdiE
STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Jose
Since 1925

--Photo by Paul Seque;ra

SPRING CUTIESIt’s spring when a young coed’s fancy turns
to plaids, pastels and all the pretty things in sportswear. Showing off their outfits are (from top, 1-r) Nancy Hart, junior sociology
student; Dana Ball, freshman Spanish major; Ann Houser, junior
sociology student; Sholley West, junior English major; and Miss
Ball again.

NO CHARGE FOR
ALTERATIONS
OPEN
MONDAY
AND
THURSDAY
EVENINGS

New Short Skirts for Men
Women are not the only people
O be interested in fashions and
eating comment on dress.
Boys in New England have a
WV/ style sensation, which were
,/,pular around the turn of the
entury but have been out of style
ii later years. This new creation
, knickers. Now knickers worn
ielow the knees just cannot be
ad for that will cause "Trouble
n River City."
Stores are stocking them heavly in all sizes and colors, most
topular is red and purple stripes.
\ six-year-old boy who wore them
In school in Springfield, Mass., was
preatly envied by classmates for
Searing this new fashion.
To copy the women’s fashion

Beautiful
hoes for

. Mid-heel
ts.Wedgies
yow size

world, two New York City custom tailors are replacing, the
trousers in summer suits with
short skirts so the knees will be
in view. The suits will have waist
length jackets and a must ,
knee socks.

’BLUE CHIP’
MEANS MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET
The difference between life insurance
companies can mean money in your
pocket. Connecticut Mutual Life’s quality investments mean high earnings
which result in high dividends to policy.
owners. And when you consider the
generous benefits and options CML of.
Mrs you know why Connecticut Mutual
is "The Blue Chip Company that’s Low
in net cost, too." Call us today . . .
Let Blue Chip quality make a diference.

Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
Fred Fernandez, SJS
Bernard Clinton, SJS
Robert Quiel, SJS
Daniel Hitchock, SJS
James Keener, SJS
Larry Nelson, SJS

. ’59
’59
’60
’59
’61
’62

AAAAA to II
S1/2 to 12
$9.95 to
$24.95
charge accounts
open thurs. 1119

Connecticut
Mutual Life
an. Viu. the Company
that’ll le* in net Cost tea

REMODELING

SALE
Winterland Ski is enlarging its operation, everything must go! Huge reductions, prices have been slashed.
Parkas originally $32, now only $15,
previously $29 parkas now only $10,
also choose from a selection of $14
parkas now going for only $5.50.
Available also are sweaters, turtle
neck sweaters, ski boots, after ski
boots, ski pants, head wear, and
metal and wood skis by Kastle and
Sohler. Make selections of used bindings from only $1.50 to $2.50. All
marked 25% off.

WINTERLAND
SKI CENTER
440 S. Winchester Ave., San Jose
Across from Winchester Mystery tions

Charge
Accounts
Invited

Spring vacation.
You’re going where the girls are.
With a full car,
you won’t have room for a steamer trunk.

The Wardrobe
Rank America,
or First National
Plan

Even though you’ve got to pack lightly, it’s obvious you’re going to need a blazer. Take a
Cricketeer Tropical Weight Dacron and Worsted blazer. Deep in texture, rich in solid colorings, light in weight. Packs without taking up much space and unpacks with few, if any
wrinkles. Adapts to all your furnishings . .. from bold stripe dress shirts to tennis knits.
Look well on her, too.
CRICKETEER "

TROPICAL WEIGHT BLAZER
$3950

401C
STAMPS
We Give Them

Dacron’ and Warted Blend

Open Mon., Thur., Fri., 10 am -9 p.m
Tues., Wed., Set., 10 a.m.-S:30 p.m.

DuPont Rea. T.M.

Hertel Mellor, Manager
JO I. UN ANTONIO CT:40111
Deomee Ise km

1671 The Alameda
294.5660
Suite 311

Phone 244.0880

. FREE PARK= 8PCK OF
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The Greeks
Say:

Laguna Beach
Expects SJS
To Lead Rush

MUST RALLY
It will be a black week for,
Laguna Beach, unless SJS students rally to support the town.
After all their preparations, It
would be unfair to let the people
down.
So forget about dancing senoritas
and bullfights, ski slopes and open
fires, casinos, shows, surfing au
scenery. Think, instead, of Harry
Labrow, fingernails gnawed to the
nub in tense anticipation of the
impeding invasion.
THAT INVASION MUST TAKE
PLACE!
San Jose State must uphold its
honor. We cannot let them down,
down there.
GRAB SUPPLIES
So grab your guitar, your
Clairol, your ID, your sleeping
bag, and go to Laguna Beach!
(Tell Mom where you are going
to be, so she and Dad can drop in,
unannounced.)
With full cooperation, SJS can
fill Laguna Beach with the greatest deluge of students ever.
We will save Laguna Beach
from economic disaster and the
high school crowd. Harry Labrow
will be the hero of the day. Beach,
broads. beer, sun, sand and slopsinks!
It will be glorious. The greatest
thing since D-Day . . .
JAPAN ADOPTS VENUS
The loan of France’s most famous example of classic statuary to
Japan during the 1965 Olympic
Games has sparked new fads in
that fad-loving nation.
Japan now has Venus de Milo
cigarettes, Venus de Milo lipsticks,
Venus de Milo brassieres and, most
ingenious of all, Venus de Milo
gloves!

Hearts Club

Alpha

The Men of

Omicron

The
Ladies
o:o
. ii
.4,

i

.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

0

Alpha

\i

Phi

$
$

join
in wishing you

Says

A
"Happy Easter"

Happy Easter

Happy
Easter

tISTER, 6POTI64

wish you a

Happy Easter 1
We hope you
find 4 397 Easter Eggs

the

Send to All of You

The Ladies of

fiROTHER.4

Gamma Phi Beta

Best of Easter Wishes

Alpha Tim 04414..14

And a Happy Vacation, too.

.es......*

Happiness . . .
The Free

is a full basket
of
Easter Eggs

Greeks
of

The Ladies of
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Acacia

THE LADIES OF

say

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
HAPPY EASTER

Wish Everyone
a
See you in Mazatlan!

Happy Easter

The Brothers of
The Brothers of
1

DELTA UPSILON

Delta
Sigma

We hope your Easter

Phi

is a.s Happy as it Has

Sincerely
Wish You
A

when you were six years old.
See you at Squaw!

Thc I Adie. of

HAPPY
EASTER

kappa Della
Don’t Let the
Bunnies

April 9, HInts, "Sawdust and
Tinsel" and "The Violinist," Appreciation Hall, Foothill College,
8:15 p.m.
April 9, Concert: Foothill College
Symphonic Band, College Theater,
8:15 p.m.
April 10, San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Jacob Gym,
Foothill College, 8:15 p.m.
April 10, Children’s Play: "Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,"
presented Foothill Players, Col-

lege Theater Foothill, 10:30 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m.
April 11, Recital: Elena Gdirola
Hitchcock, pianist, de Saisset Art
Gallery, 3 p.m.
April It, Demonstration by
Marshall Merritt of Los Gatos,
artist, Carriage House Theater,
Villa Montalvo, 2:30 p.m.
April 17, Choir Concert: California Girls’ Choir, Foothill College. Call college for time.

Steal Your Eggs

HAVE A HAPPY

HAPPY EASTER
from
The Little Sisters of Minerva
The Men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon

_4$

$

from
The Ladies of Chi Omega

$,
$
$

of

Pi

Fine Arts Forecast
For students who will remain in
San Jose over the spring holiday
the first weekend’s entertainment
picture shapes up as follows:
April 3-26, Exhibit: Painter’s
Forum, Bay Area artist group,
will exhibit 65 oils, water colors
and collages, 2-4:30 p.m.
April 8-11, Drama: ’The Glass
Menagerie" by Tennessee Williams,
April 11, matinee 2:30 p.m. Evening performance 8:15, Lifeboat
Theater.

zi

The Golden

MORE DESTINATIONS
This brings up another point.
Many students are planning to gol
to Mexico during their vacation.
or to the mountains, or Hawaii
or Saskatchewan or Aptos.
Some are going nome, to have
Mom do their mid -semester collection of laundry.
Some will he working all va, .,tion, and others will be out htm,
ing for jobs. A few may (.N.,
study.

ECONOMY UPSET
What will become of the eeoe,
my of the town, If the bartender,
have no one to buy their be,r.
and the landlords have no tenant,
for their wilt erclosets and slop sink rooms?
What indeed? The economy ol
Laguna Beach is in danger
collapse. The citizens will be forrol
to stop worrying about how much
It will cost to repair the damage.
and start worrying about how
much they will have lost in 1..,!
and drink sales and unret,,,
apartments and rooms.
Morale will drop to an all-time
low, as the overcrowding sauw
goes from slop-sink to slop-,,u".
i 2 search non-existent tenants.

sister.
,,,iiiii1,AWo$

(Continued Irani Page 5)
come to Laguna Beach. After all,1
the town has obviously made big
preparations for your visit.

NOT BEACH-BOUND
Frankly, it looks as if not
many people are heading for
guna Beach during Easter week.
Except high school kids. They will
be there, all right, with wocslies
and beer and fake ID’s.
But most SJS students hunting
for beaches and fun will be farthet
south, in Malibu or Mazatlan.
What, then, will become of t he
preparations Harry Labrow ha,
been making for lo, these maw.
weeks? What of the extra deputies, the cancelled leaves. the last
minute briefings?

appy

from the

D

